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News
in brief
RELAXED WORKERS
Burglars who broke into
Anderton's Oyster Bar at 151 Madison last week, not only cracked
the safe making off with $1,100 but
showed they had good taste by
smoking a couple 50-cent sigars
while doing their work. Restaurant
officials found a hole chopped in
the roof and cigar butts where the
intruders worked.

. TORMENTOR SHOT

B.

Last week a 23-year old man
spent a few days at John Gaston
Hospital after he was shot twibe
in the leg as a result of what had
reportedly started as a traffic
argument.
Larry Hurst told police he and
another man argued after the second man had attempted to cut him
off on the road. Apparently Hurst
decided not to let the argument
end when t h e man left the scene
and followed him home.
The man accused of doing the
shooting was quoted after his arrest as saying Hurst had followed
him home after the argument and
tried to break in. Hurst says he
was shot in the street, not inside
the man's home.

ug

WALLACE STOPS IN
Alabama Gov. George Wallace,
visiting Memphis late last week,
addressed a crowd of over 500 at
h e Sheraton-Peabody, throwing
punches at everyone from President Nixon and the Justice Dept,
for their stands on busing, to the
Democratic party for not knowing
which way to go.

ARRESTS MOUNT
Memphis police reported cap.
turing four more suspects in their
"business" scheme which was announced last week. The new arrests
were listed as James Kelly, 23, of
1600 Keating; Ralph Jenkins, 22,
of 1705 Delano; David McLain, 21,
of 2454 Durby Road and Virginia
Irene Thorn, 33, who gave an address on Jackson, which residents
of the building deny.

CHARGES DISMISSED
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Charges brought against four
persons in support of Angela Davis
were dropped last week by City
Court Judge Bernie Weinman.
Micheal J. Correll, 23, Byron
Townsend, 24, Clyde M. Cleamons,
23 and E. F. Libby 23, on Highland and Southern as they collected signatures for a petition to free
Angela. They reported they had
not been told previously by police
to move on, so Judge weinman
dismissed the case saying the police had failed to "carry the burden of proof".

ARREST DESERTER
FBI agents arrested Coleman
Dean, Jr., at home, 1286 Texas
Court last week on a charge of
desertion from the Marine Corps.
Dean was charged with leaving his
post at Camp LeJeune, N. C. on
March 25.
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School test begins
There were mixed reactions in the
Memphis and Shelby County area last
week to the ruling made by U. S. District court Judge Batty Brown, on the
County School Desegregation order.
Most of the controversy concerns
the county school case. After a weeklong hearing, Judge Brown entered his
desegregation order on August 11 which
affects the current school year.
Attorneys for the NAACP's Legal
Defense Fund, called the order vicious
and asked for an immediate reversal.
The motion filed by the Legal Defense Fund in the Sixth Circuit Court
stated; "Once again the district court
has deferred to the perference of the
Shelby County Board of Education, and
once again the' predictable results is
that Shelby County is not required to

White Capel principal
says operations normal
dismantle As dual school system . . .
'The district court's failure to order implementation of the most effective plan in the record referring to the
Justice Department's plan) necessarily
raise the question, 'Why?' ... The one
true answer to the question is transparent in one aspect of the district court's
decision which is consistent, sardonic.
vicious and hostile to black plaintiffs

and the organization (NAACP), which
has supported them for over eight years
01 largely fruitless but expensive litigation seeking to secure for them the
rights guaranteed by the Constitution of
the United States."
Mr. Joseph Simmons. principal of
White's Chapel Elementary School, 3966
Sewanee Rd., which is being affected by
the order, said white students who live in

the county from Westwood Elementary
School (city school) were being
transfed
to his school.
When asked about the reaction of
the white parents whose children were
changing schools, he stated, "I think
they realize that we have a school here
just as they do at Westwood. and the
only difference is their children will
have to catch the bus to come here.

rather than walk across the city line
into the,,Xestwood Area."
"The enrollment is off," Simmons
said, "because the parents of the children didn't get the message in timsi
about the place of enrollment."
Mr. Simmons added that the court
order directed them to move 1111 white
children from the Westwood area. He
said he didn't think their were 191
white children in the area because /0
many white parents had been moving
out. "We will get 191 students, and even
more, but they will not all be white."
The black principal added that, "so
far there haven't been any outbreaks of
violence', and overall I think the black.
white relationship here has been going
very well."

Ian candidate hearings
LeMoyne
ICVE
to host
parents
A question and answer period designed to enlighten the public as to the
issues involved and what perspective
candidate's intend on doing about them
has been planned by the Inner-City Voter Education committee.
All five mayoral candidates, a n d
those seeking positions on the city council and school board in districts, four.
six and seven will be on hand.
The session, to be held in conjunction with rarents Day'' at LeMoyneOwen college on Sept. 11 at 2:00 p.m.,
I., designed to give the parents as well
as students of these districts a chance
to find out "who's for real, and who
isn't."
"We feel that since we have played
a large part in getting many of the 18
to 21 year olds at LeMoyne-Owen registered, this would be an opportune time
to meet and question the candidates,"
stated Miss Minerva Johnican, chairman of the organization. "We also feel
this will help in our attempt to close the
generation gap — with parents and students together discussing issues a long
with the candidates. Not only will this
be an educational effort for the s t udents, but for parents as well. Many
times the public has been forced to vote
for candidates they never got a chance
to actually see and talk with."
The Inner-City Voter Edue a tion
Committee has been registering 18 to
21 year olds since last April and holding monthly workshops to encourage
young people to register and also to
provide the facts needed to cast an informed ballot. The committee to date
has been responsible for approximately
5,300 newly franchised voters names being added to the eligible voter registrar.
"We feel that Judge Horton and
many other officials at LeMoyne have
certainly been influential in helping us
to attain many of the accomplishments
we have made," added Mrs. Kathryn
Bowers, co-chairman of the group. "We
hope the students and parents of LeMoyne really come out Saturday for
this enjoyable and informative occasion."
The Parents Day Activities
from 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

are

The Rev. Mr. Koen is
ST. LOUIS — The Rev. Charles Koen, a civil
rights leader whose weight had shrunk from 175
to 112 pounds during a 46-day fast receives a visit
from his wife, Clydia, after he was paroled from
the custody of the St. Louis Workhouse. Koen, 26,
leader of the United Front of Cairo. Ill., w a s
ordered freed from his six month sentence on

charges of assaulting a St. Louis police officer.
As his physical condition deteriorated, he was
moved from the workhouse to Homer G. Phillips
Hospital where he was manacled to his bed and
a deputy sheriff was stationed in his room. Doctors have been feeding him intravenously.

George Washington Lee. better
known in Memphis as Lt. Lee, is a man
thought of almost as a cornerstone in
Memphis hist or y. His knowledge of
Memphis is almost limitless. He h a s
written books and many papers on the
subject. He is also known to be a great
politician. Because of this, David M.
Tucker, Associate Professor of History
at Memphis State University, has written a book on Lt. Lee. The title, "Lieutenant Lee of Beale Street" printed by
Vanderbilt University Press, Nashville,
Tennessee,
SEE PAGE 5-

Cute contestant!

Seek benefit change
for black pensioners
Until recently, the talk of the nation
rested upon the shoulders of "the youth
of America," and how things will benefit tomorrow's leaders. The only subjects
referring to the older generation w a s
Medi-Care and what they had done to
"put the world in the position it's in
today," according to members of the
Age- of Aquarius.
A study carried out by Dr. babel
Lindsay, of Howard University was recently made public before a Senate committee in Washington, to benefit the
older generation, as well as the younger, (when they get there).
In his statement to the Senate, Dr.

Lindsay suggested that Social Security
Senefits for blacks be given at an earlier age because they do not live as long
as whites.
According to statistics, said Dr.
Lindsay, the m ortalit y is about
twice as high for Negro women a n d
about 10 per cent higher for black men
in the 55-64 age group.
Percentagee,vise, deaths in the 65
(when most Social Security payments
begin) and 74 year-old age groups, 46.2
of Negro women depart as compared to
25.2 per cent of white women.
Dr. Lindsay further stated to the
Committee on Aging that "the majority

of Negroes over age 65 are less e d ucated, have less adequate income, have
less choice as to where they live and
work and consequently have a less satisfying quality of life." All these factors
add up to a total that automatically reduces a black person's Social Security
in retirement years.
"For the 55 to 64 age group, white
males are receiving about twice as
much as black males," said Dr. L i n dsay.
As it seems, young blacks now living in the Age of Aquarius, many have
something to look forwarc to in the next
age

MARGARET TAYLOR, one of the recent
entrants into the TRI-STATE DEFENDER'S Baby Contest, smiles prettily. See
page 9 for complete information on bow
you can help your baby, or someone
else's win over $1,009 in prizes in the
TRI-STATE DEFENDER'S Second Annual Baby Conteit.
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Kidney patient
needs $10,000
Mrs. Eva Clayton a 29year old mother of three
is in trouble serious trouble.
She. likely nearly a halfmillion other Americans is
suffering from a crippling
kidney ailment.
In need of a kidney
transplant, for which niece cal science has set a fee of
$30,000. Mrs. Clayton has
been suffering for the past
six months. Things hate
gotten progressively
as the slightest exertion
leaves her weak, and often
causes her to have dizzy
spells and vomiting.
Mrs. Clayton had been
receiving temporary relief
on the dialysis (blood cleaning) machine at Will in

Bowld hospital.
"I need $10.000 right non
so I can get back to the
machine", sae! Mrs. Clayton. "and the doctors have
told me 1 need surgery on
my arm so the dialysis machine can be hooked up
again."
St. Paul's Church. 1144
MeLernore has began
a
campaign to raise the needed amount so this lady may
once again know what it is
to lead a normal life again
without pain.
Persons with serious kidney ailments not only live
in continual pain, but with
the knowledge that if the
necessary transplant is not

NASHVILLE
The more
than 300 summer graduates
of Tennessee State University were told that "knowing
all about discrimination is
quite different from knowing
di,. rim:nation . .
and it is
:le field of housing that

"discrimination exists in its
most prenicious and poisonous form."
The president pro tempore
of the Illinois Senate, Atty.
Cecil A. Partee of Chicago.
a '44 graduate of Tennessee
State, was speaker for the

Schedule PTA,
candidate talks
The elemprie Education
Ceuncil
Association. PTA
and Better Schools Committee will sponsor a ptiblic
meeting to hear candidates
for Education. on Morley.
September 13. at 7:30 p.m.—
Central high School.
A workshop is planned for
September 11 by the Memphis Educator! A esociation
for faculty representatives,
annexed teechers, retiring
teachers, transfer teachers,
Political Action Committee

tor Education or PACE.
AWARD PAYNE
Dr. William Payne. Assi-tent
Supe rintendent
in
charge of the 'North Area
has , been selected for the
inclueion in the 1971 list.
hipsof -Outstanding Young
Men in America."
Dr. Payne, a career edueater, holes a B. S. degree
trent William Carey College
in Hattiesburg. Mississippi
and both the Master of Education and the doctoral of
education from the University of Missiseippi. He is a
native Memphian and attended the public schools in
Memphis.

City expands
bond program

igek

Memphis-Shelby
The
County pre-trial release program. which until recently
has operated on a strictly
volunteer basis, has been
expanded to full-time operation to meet an expected increase of patrons.

undertaken soon, their days
are literally numbered.
Melanie Miller. executive
secretary of the Memphis
chapter of the national Kid
ney Foundation said the
fund drive had already he
gun, with councilman .1. I.
Netter,, joining i n to help
the Church raise the needed
funds.

The Irrogram, initiated to
allow first-offenders of serious crimes to be released
on reduced bail bonds, was
spearheaded by former crimMal court Judge Odell Horton. The new innovation is
the result of ef forts by

Mrs. Clayton wishes to
thank any contributors in
advance with the hope that
anyone who is able, will
join in by sending a check,
or stopping by St. Paul's
Church, 11 4 4 McLemore
with a contribution payable
to the Kidney Foundation for
'Mrs. Eva Clayton.

Partee addresses
TSU summer grads
Summer BaccalaureateCommeneement of his alma
meter on Aug. 22.
Said he. "It is from this
form of discrimination that
many of our other existing
evils such as the urban
ghetto and Unequal education, ultimately flow." He
pointed out that if they never
do anything else in the civil
rights cause. "it is my hope
that you will do your best
to break down these artificeal barriers which are the
source of so many of our
troubles." According to the
Kerner Commission, which
was headed by former Illinois Gov, Otto Kerner. Parfet, pointed out that many
of the problems of this country were caused by "white
racism." "I know that there
have been many blacks who
mean
consider
t his to
that the great majority of
whites hate the great majority of blacks." he said.
Based on his experience,
he said that he does not
racism"
interpret - white
that way. "I think many
whites 'hate' many blacks
the same way in which
Americans 'hate' Russians
or the poor 'hate' the rich
or labor 'hates' management.

degree in electrical e n g ineering, said he has never
regretted joining VISTA but
that it has cost him greatly
in peesonal income.

Judge W. Otis Higgs,
A phase of the $1 Bail
Bond Program, the new setup will be heade'd by Richard Borys, a Vietnam veteran.

He has a master's degree
from Clarkson College in
Potsd a m , New York.

Judge Higgs, who introduced the program stated,
"Mr. liorys is a very dedicated young man, he could
have been in a very high
paying position due to his
college education, but he
chose to work with VISTA
as a volunteer."
Borys, who has a Masters

The County Court unanimously voted this week to
fund the program with an
$8.000 grant. The federal
government is supplying
about $25.000 for the first
year's budget.

St. Jude's seeks help

NIBS. EMMA CLAYTON AND FAMILY

nox county Rep
to fight busing
Representative Jack Comer (R) of Knox County announced that he plans to
circulate among the members of the 87th General Assembly a petition to call an
extraordinary session of the
legislature for consideration
of legislation which will permit the reassignment of any
student in grades 1 through
12 of the public school system when the parent, parents, or guardian of such
student determines that busing, of the student for long
distances would be detrimental to his health or safety or would significantly
impinge on the educational
process.
Comer
Representative
stated that the call for convening an extraordinary dession will include the consideration of joint resolutions to
petition the U. S. Congress I
to call a conve'ntion for pro-

posing amendments to the
Constitution of the United
States relative to the public school system. the busing of students, and the
maintenance of the neighborhood schools and to request the other states to
petition the Congress to call
such a convention.
Representative, Comer
said, -the mass busing of
students for long distances
which is being required of
certain public school systems may risk the health
and safety of some students." He expressed belief
that the educatioeal process
for some students may be
impaired by the lone distance busing.

St. Jude Children's Research Hospital is a private
non-sectional, non-profit i nstitution that provides all of
its service free of charge
to all of its patients regardless of their ability to pay.
St. Jude is not a branen
of St. Joseph llospital or a
Catholic Institution. It does
not receive funds from Shelby United Neighbors SUN).
The hospital accepts children up to the age of 16
based upon referral from
any
p r ac-tiring physician
and all medical services
are provided and in many
cases lodging in Memphis
and transportation to and
from Memphis are provided.
During the past year children from 26 :tees and two
foreign counties were treated
at St. Jude Hospital. Forty
percent of the patients treated at St. Jude are black.
St. Jude has two basic objectives:
-provide t (Willem for
children afflicted with catastrophic diseases such as
leukemia. solid tumore muscular dystrophy, blood disorder and others.
-to gain knowledge through
basic scientific medical research.
Si. Jude Children's Research Hospital has achieved
the first instance of a significant five year cure rate for
leukemia of any kind.
T h e multiple drug proceeures used throughout the
nation in the treatment of
leukemia were developed at
St. Jude under the direction

of Dr. Donald Pinkel, the
Medical Director.
St. Jude Children's Renow
Hospital is
search
generally recognized as the
the
center
in
leading
world's
treatment and in the research of childhood Leukemia. And aleo treats more
patient..
pediatric cancer
than any other institution in
the nation.
Danny Thomas is the national President of ALSAC
Aiding I.eukemia Stricken
American Children). It is the fund raising arm of St.

Jude Children's Research
Hospital. This orgejeization
is organized for the sole and
express purpose of providing
financial support to the
hospital
St. Jude is governed and
evaluated by bodies of prominent business and professional men throughout the
United States. The Mallory
Knights Charitable Organization, Inc. is working to inform the community at large
about what St. Jude ie all
about.
Fr information call 5263626.

FBI reports
crime increase
As e ach new decade a:rives it is alwiys hoped
that it will bring bigger and
better things. tinder the
heading of crime, those
'things' have gotten bigger.
and logically, have not gotten hotter.
Metropolitan
M e m ph i s
showed a hike in almost
every .-egment of crime in
1970 over the previous year
according to statistics issued
recently by the FBI and Attorney General John N.
M itchell.
From a police chief's point
of view, things aren't as bad
as they look at a glance,

according to the Memphis
boss, Henry Lux. While the
total area below the MaaonDixon line showed an increase in statistics. by 14
per cent, the Metro-Memphis
area crime rate eose only
eight per cent.
Official FBI records for
Shelby and Crittenden County, Ark., showed there were
23,546 crimes reported last
year an increase of 2,214
over the previous year.
Being a policeman, and
still optimistic, Chief Lux
addee that "for the first six
months of this year, the
Memphis rate of increase
was up only two percent".

WIDE SELECTION
Blemished Tire Sale!
30% Off Reg. Price
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and again in 1971
Johrmie Walker Red
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Your phone book. And your Quick List.
And between the two,finding your own
numbers is no sweat.
The numbers you call the most, you can write
down on your Quick List.
All the rest you can Find in the book.
So keep them both handy. And use them.
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To make phoning no big thing.
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Jimmie Hollingshead,
Directory Assistance Operator,
has a few words to say
about things:
............
•
•••

•••IT'S14Q.'
South Central Bell

MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates

Or

1

100'. BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKIES. 86.8 PROOF. IMPORTED BY SOMERSET IMPORTERS, LTD., NEW YORK, N.Y.

Re\ Mee in Wade.
date for school board position one, running at large.
has set one of his goals if
elected as "complete integration of t he faculty of
Area Vocational Technical
school at 620 Mosby as well
as the Adult Education Center at '591 Washington."
The Rev. Wade. the only
black candidate running at.
large for a berth on the ,
school board, added that he
has the promised support
of many other district can.
did ates.
In next week's Tri-State
Defender. Rev. Wade will
explain some of his views t
on busing and other topics
concerning the school sys-i
tern.
"Education is the issue .
the only issue," said Revd
Wade.
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There must be a reason

E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.
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Mrs. Jackson visits Koen
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Open day-care center...
Olga Be Freitas smiles at Sidney Friedman, Chairman of National Bank of North
America, as she signs a $1.1 million construction loaan agreement for a badly needed day care center for the infant children

of unwed mothers in the Bedford-Stuyvesant New York) area. The agreement
was signed at the Bank's 48th Street and
Fifth Avenue office.

Momma Georgia Jackson
and Poppa Jackson, mother
and father of the "murdered Soledad Brother, Brother
George Jackson, visited approximately two and a hal:
hours with Rev. Charles
Koen, National Chairman of
the Black United Front, at
city hospital No. 2, where
Rev. Koen is chained to his
bed, while on the 44th day of
his water fast, reported the
United Front's Office in St.
Louis, Mo.
There was a very warm
and spiritual meeting with
vibrations
positive
very
coming from the small dingy
room where Rev. Koen told
Momma Jackson that laic
week his water fast is in
memorial to her stain son
and to heighten the consciousness of the masse6 of
people so that murderers of
brothers and sisters in the
struggle who are held in
capitivity by this oapressive system will not be murdered like her son.
Rev. Koen urged all people to take an active part in
protecting the well ire of
in
sisters
and
brothers
prison by visiting the prisons

daily to check on the health
and welfare of the prisoners, "It does not matter if
you know the prisoner or
not. We all are brothers and
sisters under the universal
spirit of god."
At a press conference and
memorial rally for the slain
Soledad Brother, and in support of Rev. Charles Koen,
Ossie Davis, actor and playwrite, stated "Our most
precious commodity is our
Black leadership. Our most
desperate necessity is Black
unity. Rev. Koen was a leader who preached Black Unity and became dangerous
to the powers that be. In
this regard he is like Medger
Evers, Malcolm X, Martin
Luther King and now George
Jackson. We cannot afford
to keep losing our leaders,
and that is why I am here."
Garnett Henning,
Rev.
pastor of St. Peters A.M.E.
Church, stated: "It's a
shame that we've got one
where a
more situation
black man is imprisoned
by the system because he
had the concern to try to
organize and protect Black
and other oppressed people

gunned by states and counties in the competition for.
total number of jobs which
is tragically inadequate to
the needs of any one of these
jurisdictions.
"These needs have grown
and the employment picture
has worsened since The National Urban Coalition first
urged a sweeping public
service employment program
in its August 1967 Convocation," Holman said.
"No one can question the
urgency of the need which
has public officials hastening to replenish their forces
with the badly needed recruits EEA will provide.
But the numbers are far
too small and the v ery
haste with which the federal
government is getting the
funds out to the cities and
states creates the danger
that, like some of the poverty programs as of the '60's
this effort will shortly be

damned and derided as another experiment which failHolman said that the CoaliHolman said that the Coalition and other private groups
have already met with Department of Labor officials
in an attempt to assure that
the expenditure of funds
will be properly monitored,
that artificial barriers to the
employment of minorities
and the poor will be eliminated, that connections between EEA and other manpower programs be established so that genuine job ladders can be created for those
hired during the comingyear, and that every effort
be made to establish a "track
record" which will insuce
the truly adequate public
service program, a program
for meeting the nation's
humn needs of a scale and
kind which the private sector can not possibly be expected to provide.

Stars to honor
Whitney Young
Leontyne Price, Marian
Frost,
D avid
Anderson,
Diahann Carroil, Diane
Sands, Nancy Wilson, Arthur
Mitehell, Ossie Davis and
Ruby Dee and the cast of
'The Me Nobody Knows"
are among a galaxy of stars
who will participate in a
Memorial Tribute to the late
Whitney M. Young in a concert at Philharmonic Hall,
Lincoln Center on September
12th, the National Urban
League announced.
The two hour .tribute t
the late National Urban
League Executive Director,
is being produced by Hyman
Brown and Ossie Davis. Donald H. McGannon, President
of the Westinghouse BroadCorporation and
casting

Fred O'Neal, President of
Actor's equity, are chairman and co-chairman of the
event.
Vice Chairman of the Tribute include David Rockefeller, Mrs. Martin Luther
King, Mrs. Henry L. Moses,
James M. Roche Robert W.
Sarnoff, Henry G. Parks,
Edgar F. Kaiser, Arthur
Bundy,
Mc George
Ashe,
Michael Burke, C. Douglas
Dillion, Harvey S. Firestone,
Jr., Robert W. Dowling,
Arthur B. Krim, Theodore
W. Kheel, Mrs. Winthrop
Rockefeller, John Mosier and
David Sullivan.
Attorney General Louis
Lefkowitz, Richard Rodgers,
Jack Valenti, Congressman
Emanuel Celler, John W.

Gardner, Robert A. Bernard
and J. Paul Austin are
among those serving on the
Tribute Committee.
In announcing her participation in the Memorial Tribute, Leontyne Price. who
was a very close friend of
Mr. Young for -many years,
said:
"Whitney Young was a
great lover of music and the
theater and he spent many
long hours in his all too -Aloft
and busy career working
toward their betterment. We
hope, through this tribute to
him, to show our gratitude
for what be did and for what
he tried to do."
Music for the Memorial
Concert will be under the
direction of Billy Taylor.

OMAHA — Marcus Fountain, of Omaha, spent the whole day
fishing at his favorite fishing spot at a park here, but the
fish he caught were all little ones and he wasn't exactly
elated about his catch. On the other hand though, he wasn't
exact!) happy about the prospect of returning to school in a
few days after a relaxing summer. (UPI Telephoto.)

Buy U.S.
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"Ten Ways
For a copy of our bee booklet,
call 525-8831
to Save on Utility Bills,"
3810?
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WOW,
or writs Ten Ways,
WATER DIVISION
MEMPHIS LIGHT, GAS AND

many this winter in order
to better serve the needs
of the young men stationed
in Europe.
"It is my conviction that

I can better serve the interests of black servicemen
by remaining in my position as General Counsel of
this organization."

Gov't to view
Miss. elections
Attorney General John N.
Mitchell authorized the assignment of federal examiners to three counties in Mississippi to register voters for
the November 2 general
election.
Mr. Mitchell, acting under
the 1965 Voting Rights Act,
requested the Civil Service
Commission to assign personnel to Humphreys, Madison
and Tallahatchie Counties.
The examiners will accept
voter registration from August 23 through September
17 at Belzoni, Isola, Canton,
Charleston and Sumner.
Mr. Mitchell requested the
Civil Service Commission
to provide for registration
from noon to 8 p.m., Monday through Friday and
from noon to 5 p.m. on
Saturday during the period.

Examiners will enroll all
voters who qualify under
state law without regard
to race.
Under state law, voter
registration closed on July
2, four months before the
election. Under federal law,
registrations can be accepted for certification until 45
days before the election.
Tallahatchie County was
designated for the first time.
counties
The other two
were designated for federal
examiners in 1965.
Based on information reinvestigations
and
ceived
made, the Attorney General
determined that the action
was necessary to enforce
the guarantees of the Fit •
teenth Amendment to the
Constitution of the United
States.

9 p.m.

Each Monday night the W.L.O.K. Information Center presents
"Education Today," with assistant news director, John Kyles
and the president of The Memphis Education Association.
Calls will be accepted during the program at 527-8547

REV. F. D. MOORE
Peoria, III,-

61605

NOW
10:30 a.m.

On every Sunday Morning the W.L.O.K. Information Center
presents "Teacher's in the 70s," with hostess, Mrs. Yvonne
Acey. Subjects of particular interest may be sent to radio
station W.L.O.K.

NOW

For information concerning health services, welfare, housing
and other services, call the People's Development Center at
774.7165. The center , is located at 930 Kerr Avenue,

NOW

LIVE WIRE INTERNATIONALE, INC. presents at Club
Paradise, "Tharig" - a breakfast plus entertainment. Free
breakfast will be served to children in the community between
8:00 a.m. and 9:30 a.m. Donation $1.50 (Every Saturday
Morning.)
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LEARN TO DR
• You Have Any Trouble What so ever •
•
• If
•

•

In Getting Driver License

Call
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600

i
•
i
•

NOW

GettheBest
UsedCarsftomthe
GetMoreDealer!

MUER

September 16

in Memphis
mises to become an outstanding annual event.

r48
e"
192Sal

CONFUCIUS SAYS:
BROTHER WHO DROPS OUT OF SCHOOL DIGS OWN
GRAVE WITH OWN HANDS.

NO FINANCE CHARGE

Factory Rebuilt motors installed on time.
Automatic Transmissions-Guaranteed on time.
Paint jobs -cash or on time.
All Body work and Wrecks built cash or easy payments, also insurance jobs.
5. Air conditioning, cash or $5.00 per week.
6. All glass work.
7. Used and rebuilt auto parts.

Watchers
Mrs. Jean Nidetch, founder and president of Weight
International, Inc. will be appearing in Memphis at the Memthe
about
phis Auditorium. She will speak at a free meeting
327-6114.
"War on Fat." For further information call

University and Alcorn A&M College will play
September 25 Tennessee State
Memorial Stadium and first game in what pro-

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRS
CASH OR CREDIT

•

save.
trip with the money you
You can help pay for the
far as it will go.
as
thermostat
your
back
In winter, turn
or
conditioning to "off". Heating
In summer,turn the air
power.
and
money
both
wastes
cooling an empty house

NOW

306 West 7th

44;i6i

Leaving town?
Cut back the heat.
Turn off air conditioning.

"I am not available for
the position of Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense.
"My duties as General
Counsel for the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People involve me in the broad spectrum of civil rights activities. As such I am committed and involved in a
number of on-going programs and active litigation.
"My organization, the National Association for the
Colored
Advancement of
People, has been and is
deeply committed to improving the conditions of
black GIs in all parts of
the world. We are pressing
forward in their behalf. We
are making preparations to
open an office in West Ger-

For Sickness and Blessings

WayNo.5to
saveonliour
utility Nils
too
---••••••emmemaimmeis•

cerned. He has been on a
starvation fast for over forty
days and has lost nearly SO
lbs. The press erroronously
related that he had been fed
intravenously. This is not
true and in fact Rev. Koen
is diametrically opposed to
being fed voluntarily oe
forcefully. He has related to
me that he plans to continue
his spiritual water fast unti
he is released. His purpose
is a high and lofty one and
one in which I most certainly am in accord, even
though his medical status is
precarious his commitments
are as strong as the commit
ment of men like Georg,Jackson and those others in
the struggle," stated Dr.
Lee Blunt.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Library aides needed
The Friends of Memphis
and Shelby County Libraries
will sponsor a new library
service beginning in October.
Volunteers are being enlisted
MOW to participate in the
Service to Shut-ins Project.
Readers of all ages who
are physically unable to
come to the Public Library
are eligible for this service.
F o r further information,
please phone the Community
at
Department
Relations
Main Library, (534-9661).

United Front stated that
the Rev. Koen has not been
forced fed as carried by the
press and wire service's. His
wife has refused to sign papers giving hospital officials
the authority to force feed
him. Rev. Koen and his
family fully understand that
he may die but because of
his commitments to liberations for Blacks and all oppressed people he will continue on his spiritual water
fast in protest of his unjust
political imprisonment and
the imprisonment of all
political prisoners by this
oppressive society."
"As Rev. Koen's personal
physician and brother in the
struggle for the rights of
blacks and all oppressed
people I am terribly con

Jones denies
federal move
Nathaniel R. Jones. General Counsel for the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, issued a strong denial that he
was available for a high
Pentagon position. The denial followed numerous published reports that Mr. Jones
would become Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense.
Mr. Jones issued the following statement to the
press:

Say job funds insufficient
M. Carl Holman, President of The National Urban
Coalition, warned that the
$1.5 billion recently appropriated for public service
jobs under the Emergency
Employment Act of 1971 can
by no means provide an
adequate test of public service employment on a scale
commensurate with the
needs of the cities.
Addressing the opening
session of a three-day Institute on the Emergency Employment Act of 1971 at the
Hotel, HolStatler-Hilton
man said:
"Caught in the crunch of
rising unemployment, shirnking fiscal resources and insistent demands that localities do a better job of keeping the streets safe and
clean, cleansing the air and
providing better and less
expensive health services,
urban leaders in the weeks
ahead are likely to be out

in their efforts to achieve
their rights in this country.
"When brother Koen was
in St. Louis, he was organizing the people and the system
objected. The system has
it's people that are hired to
see to it that this does not
happen. The situation doesn't
merit Rev. Koen being in
prison. Because of Rev.
Koen's deep moral and spirituel committment, he is
practically at the verge of
taking his own life and I
think the system has to accept responsibility for that.
and all leaders—All people
have influence within 'he
community, should be protesting this kind of inhuman
treatment."
Bobby Willtams, national
coordinator of 'he Black

1.
2.
3.
4.

S40 at Sig Steyr.
Wiete *ea

COME TO SEE US-YOU WILL BE GLAD YOU DID.

JEFFCOAT MOTORS
297

Vance Ave. Downtown

PH. 526-0373

r4ft4'494 /1m4447 7,tie.444

To list your event or activity,

STAR

CALL 526-1278
Monday thru Friday.

BIG

STAR
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NY college seeks mett

Class of '56 reunion ...
Seated on the floor are Mrs. Annie Bell Crawford Norton;
Joseph Isabel, Reunion Co-Chairman; Mrs. Dreier Dillard
Banks, Detroit: Robert Prince. Los Angeles; Mrs. Minnie
Storey Collins; Mrs. Frankie Brownlee Gregory; Donald
Gandy, New York; David Acey, Reunion Chairman. Seated on the second row: Miss M. L. McDowell, teacher;
Mrs. Lydia McKinney, teacher: Mr. MON hi Campbell,
Principal; Mrs. Earnestine Rucker Harts: Mr. Floyd M.
Campbell, Principal em.mitus; 'Mrs. Mary Harris Bennett;
Mrs. Ellie Ree Mays Ilarris; Mrs. Catherlina Rogers
Ware; Mrs. Cornelia Whitfield Fosseti; Mrs. Vivian Row.

lett Scales; Miss Erma L. Clanton, teacher. Standing:
John Humphrey; Mrs. Sophia Coger Ware; Neut Green;
Marcellus Moore, Los Angeles; Willie Floyd Toles; Laver.
na Dickerson; Mrs. Alice McVay Glover, Detroit; Nathan.
iel Matthews; Mrs. Gloria Martin Hawkins; Mrs. Sylvia
Johnson Wallace; Tommy L. Woods; Mrs. Gwendolyn Bass
Hunter; Mrs. Doris Allen Rubin; Charles Johnson. Collins.
Mississippi: Mrs. Betty Jo Harris Richmond; Mrs. Ruthie
Sawyer LaGrone; Mrs. Elizabeth Watkins Peterson; Mrs.
Sarah Ilamm Brideforth; John Gilder; and William (Doc)
Harden. Not shown-Otis Love, Chicago, Illinois.

Malcolm-King College in
New York, a new hope for
black dropouts who had despaired of earning a college
diploma, has not succeeded
in attracting black men, an
official of the school said.
''It's almost a total female student body," conceded Mettle Cook, Administrative Director of the innovative college. "And we're
not happy about that.' she
added.
"We want him in our
school. We feel that he
needs that education. We
recognize this as being one
of our big problems and
we definitely want to s e e
something done about it,
she said.
The new college attempts
to make college work more
attractive to black dropouts
in a number of new ways,
Mrs. Cook says.
"All our classes are in
the evening since almost
all of our students are family people who work during
the day and have other responsibilities. Also, tuition
is free."
She continued, "The classes are in the community
which is, again, terribly
important — and 'safe'.
Many very bright, highly
motivated students ha ve
failed because they have
had to go off to 'alien' campuses outside of the community, and not only deal
with all the problems of
learning and having a good
learning experience, but also
being uncomfortable in a totally new setting." At Mal-

Shriners elect Potentate
William Henry Howe oi
Philadelphia. Pa., a retired
career federal worker, was
unanimously e I ected Imperial Potentate of the An-

'i,n

hic Ora,—
of tine 'Mystic Shrine
the 7Stli annual sesthe Imperial Council
:he Shamrock' Hilton

Fs vile

Nobles
durin4
sion of
held at

Hotel in Houston. Texas.
He succeeds Charles A.
Dargan. New York City,
who held the office for the
past two years.

AIR CONDITIONED

FEATURES AT:
2 20 4 10.6 00 7 50 9 45

81 UNION AVENUE • 525-1602

A.female half breed who
is too white to be black...
too black to be white!
She didn t
cross the
color line
she walked
right down
the middle!

The Prince Hall Shriner:.
new imperial potentate is no
novice where the work of
the Order is concerned. He
has served every elected
office in the Imperial Council, and he is past master of
King David Lodge 52: past
illustrious potentate, Pyramid Temple No. 1. Philadelw -,
phia, 1935-1944. He
elevated to the thirty-third
degree in 1946.
Mr. Howe is active in a
number of community or
ganizations. He is a member
of the board of the Haddington Project in Philadelphia, the NAACP. the Police
Athletic League for Boys,
and he is affiliated with the
African Methodist Episcopal
Church. Mr. Howe has been
a member of the Democratic
Party since 1936. He is a
native of Apalachicola, Fla.
He is married to Mrs. Anne
H. Howe, who is a liberian
in the Philadelphia school
system.
John W. Edghill of Flushing, N. Y., past potentate of
Abu
Bekr Temple 91.
Brooklyn. N. Y., was unopposed in his election as
Deputy Imperial Potentate.
He is a field sales mana ger
Drive Carl Carson out of town

Y,
ONE-WA
MOVING VANS
CLASSIFIED ADS
OREENS-GREENS•GREENS
s i-p: bushel
. You Pull . . 54 per
... We Pull . . Bring Basket
4160 Hiway 61 South Or
207 West Raines Road
STEREO 60 in. Spanish with 11 track
take up payments Morse 725-0709.
STEREO cominbation. real nice. 865.
payments. Morse. 725-0709.
ZIG ZA0 In walnut cabinet, take up
payments. Morse. 725-0709.

HOME FOR SALE
IV A prescription for something you'll never believe'

Glenbrook St. 4232 3 bedroom home 811.499 - S199 down - 894.52 per mo. for
240 mo.. 8 pct annual pct rate Good
Condition fenced yard, owner financed
Call for appt. J M Haines Ph 382-6100.
or 601-252-262.4

LADIES
NO ONE UNDER 18 unless accompanied by parents or adult guardians.

more part-time I
Earn 3300/mo. or
Set your own working hours. Decide
for yourself how much you will earn.
We'll train
necessary
No experience,
you to demonstrate our beauty products made exclusively for blacks.
P.0 Box 11106,
Julia
Hurry-Write
Shreveport. Louisiana 71120

for the American Tobacco
Com pa n y. a division of
American Brands, Inc.

Drivers
warning
The Tennessee Department
of Safety announced its
"Protect-A-Child4 campaign
to promote safe travel for
school children. State Safety
Commissioner Claude Armour said the "Protect-AChild" campaign included
safety education and enforcement of sefIttot, zones and
laws pertaining to the loading and unloading of school
buses.
Armour said the Highway
Patrol's Safety Education
conduct
w o u Id
Division
safety classes, in schools
across the state and set up
bicycle rodeos and the popular teenage driving rodeos.
Ile said these programs
had been very successful
in the past and would be a
vital part of the "Protect-AChild" campaign.

colm-King, she went on,
"People can really feel like
they can open up."
She urged that schools es.
tablish a male quota and
fill it before allowing females
to attend. "We are talking
very seriously now of having a very special kind of
male program where we
would try to have ever ything geared toward their
particular interests anid
needs. We feel very strongly that this is one of our
big, weak areas," Mrs. Cook
added.
The Administrative Director said that, by and large,
Malcolm-King has been sue-

cessful. "We have s tory
after story of people w h o
are coming back after having dropped out of the system," she explained. "Right
now, criteria for admission
is that you must have a
high school diploma or its
equivalent."
But she added that s h e
would like to see provision
made in the future for those
lacking a high school diploma to work both for college
credit and high school certification at the same time.
"Most of our students,"
Mrs. Cook continued, "are
the students that should
have gone to college two or

irays
20 years ago. It hast
their
t
cord
gre att mea
eenbacthke ndge
bo
g
lege work under theirlieli."
She said Malcolm-Klidg students had never lost sight
of this dream.
Consequently, she predicted, the college will "build
the skilled leadership that
is needed to help our pelopie as a group to grow anti
n'
so.'
sRuoIrviinvae
related article, Isaiah
New York City's
first black president of the
Board of Education, said.
educators must deal with a
system that "is failing our
students miserably."

Digest report...

African blacks
unable to rise
Despite t h e intolerable
oppression under which they
live, there is virtually no
chance that South Africa's
black majority will stage an
uprising in this generation
or even within the next
century, in the view of Carl
T. Rowan.
Writing in the September Reader's Digest, the
former U . S. Informaton
Agency Director says further that a three-week trip
to South Africa convinced
him that there is only "a
feeble hope" that outside
pressures will help to ameliorate the beleaguered nation's injustices to blacks.

children."
Rowan. a Roving Editoi
for Reader's Digest, and
his wife became the first
black jour nalist couple
to visit South Africa and
move around freely. He says
treated
were
they
that
courteously by the ruling
minority, and were
white
never asked to submit to
South Af ri ca's extreme
practices of racial separalion.
Nonetheless, he says, he
found "a society in shackles, trembling in fear of
freedom, a country at war
with its conscience." Fear
is everywhere: whites are
afraid that if they give
blacks "a little power they
will ultimately have to give
them a lot." Black Africans
are intimidated by security
police and are terrified
of black quislings. The mixed-origin C o 1 oureds and
precariously
Asians cling
to the s'atus quo, fearful
both of increased restricCongress last year, he said,
tions from the whites and
and constitute the most
unknown terrors if blacks
regressive action on the
should come to power.
hunger front in the last
But, he writes, "what
several years.
impressed us was the anEssentially, the proposed
African
South
of
guish
regulations would cut back
whites, most of whom wish
the amount of money states
to retain the wealth and
would be reimbursed for
special privileges they now
I u nches under
providing
enjoy, but who have begun
both the regular lunch proto see the terrible cost of
gram and the special assisdoing so, even in terms of
tance program for poor
their own liberties."
children.
It is with such whites
This, McGovern claims,
that the most meaningful
will cause many states and
hope for ameliorating South
localities which are already
Africa's injustices lies. But,
financially strapped to cut
it is a
Rowan,
says
back or drop out of the promighty feeble hope."
gram all together.

declares,
he
How-ever,
there is " a surprising
enlightened
of
number"
white South Africans who
believe that a multiracial
society is "possible and
desirable," and who want
to give non-whites "a bit
more power today, a little
more dignity tomorrow, to
to avert an eventual holocaust." Such whites, he
says, "secretly welcome"
economic and social pressures from the outside.
"They believe that rapid
social change in their countty is the only possible guarantee of a peaceful life
for their children and grand-

McGovern hits
lunch program
Senator George McGovern,
Chairman of the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs,
sent a hand-delivered letter
to Secretary of Agriculture
urgently
Hardin
Clifford
requesting that he withdraw
the School Lunch Program
anregulations
proposed
nounced on August 131h.
Mcregulations,
Those
Govern char ged, would
"bring the expansion of
the school lunch program
to a screeching halt." As
proposed t h e regulations
blatantly violate both the
spirit and the letter of the
school lunch law passed by

The
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Armour called for strict
enforcement of the 15
M.P.H. speed limit in school
zones with extensive use of
radar. He reminded motorists that state law also requires all traffic to stop for
school buses loading and
unloading children.
Armour also urged parents
to teach their children the
proper way to use our
streets and how to board
and exit school buses safely
He said, "It is most im
portant to stress safety to
these youngsters now so
they will continue to think
safety as they grow older."
that
emphasized
Armour
the "Protect-A-Child" campaign would be in effect
throughout the school year
in an effort to have accident-free school zone, and
safe travel for all school
children.

ENTER
TRI-STATE'S
BABY

CONTEST

1
AMEN

Their first day...
Jacksonville, Floriday students arrive at
Edward White High School for their first
day of classes under a new court-ordered
desegregation plan which wilt require the

busing of 55,000 of the system's 123,000
school children. School officials said the
opening of classes went smoothly. (UPI
Telephoto)

Plan Klondyke homecoming
The Klondyke Civic Club
will be observing their Annual homecoming on Sunday, Sept. 26 at the Civic
Club House, 943 Vollintine
St.
Hon. Judge Otis Higgs

will be the guest speaker at
the affair beginning at 4
p.m.
Some of the oldest citizens
the Kondyke area are
in
expected to be in attendance. Mrs. Joseph Chrysler

(chairman), Mrs. Noble Gatlin (co-chairman) and Mr
Jesse James, (president)
added that all former residents of the Klondyke area
are also invited to attend
the day's activities.
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Humboldt News
BY M. CHAMPION
The Gloxinia Art & Garden Club enjoyed a picnic
Tuesday, August 17th, at the
Trenton City Park. The vlub
members invited their families and some friends to enjoy the delicious food prepared by the club members.
Mrs. W. S. Vance is President of the club.
The judging of yards in
Humboldt and Dyer is one of
the club's many projects.
The yards. judge in Humboldt for the month of June
were:
First Place
Mr. & Mrs.
Robert Elliot
Second Place — Mr. and
Mrs. James' Newbern
Third-Place — Mrs. Othello Robinson
For July in Humboldt:
Mr. and Mrs. George
Smith—First Place
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Davis
—Second Place
The y a rds judged in

ays
to
80i
1F11,
sight
'jetbuild
that
P.
ana
moth
ity's
the
said.
ith a
. our

June in the city of Dyer
were:
First Place -Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Nolen
Second Place—Mrs Clara
Dennis
For July in Dyer:
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Nolen - First Place
Mr. & Mrs. Ell Ivie —
Second Place
The next meeting of t he
Art
& Garden
Gloxinia
Club will be in the home
of Miss Enid Sims of Ilumboldt, with Mrs. Cottrell
Thomas as co-hostess.
•

lb

•

The Board of Directors of
The Gillespie Day Care Center held a meeting Tuesday,
August 31st at the center.
A worker was appointed to
care for the children of
working parents from the
hours of 6:30 a.m. until 5:30
pointed for the weekend
P.m. Also a janitor was ap-

cleaning
Publish bookikof othe

From the Lila Northcross
Memorial Fund, the center
received a three-sectioned
file cabinet and bookstand.
Order is in for carpeting for
the center, also a gift from
The Lila Northeross Memorial Fund. Presention of
the gifts were made by
Miss
M a bel
Northcross,
founder of The Lila Northcross Memorial Fund.
Mrs. Ola Mathis is Chairman of the Board of Directors for the Gillespie Day
Care Center, and Miss Enid
Sims is Secretary-Treasurer.
The center also received
a donation of $100 from
The J. Hungerford Smith
Juice Plant in Humboldt.
William Henry
Henning
11 (Billy), son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Henry Henning celebrated
his 2nd
birthday
Sunday.
August
29th with an indoor-outdoor party. Helping Billy

Montague, Stephanie Vance,
Contrinia Montague, Antoinette McCrady, LeNita
Whitlock, Terry
Henning
II, Berry Sharp II, and
Sandra Johnson. Billy received many gifts of all sorts
from his friends.
•
•
Visitors in Humboldt were
Mrs. Eleanor Y. Bell and
son, William Bell Jr. of Si
Louis, Missouri. Mrs. Bel.
is a Registered Nurse sue
Supervisor of the Operating
Room at Homer G. Phillips
Hospital in St. Louis. They
were the guests of Miss
Mabel Northcross.
Mr. & Mrs. Alphonso Robinson
Boston. Mass
of
were the guests of their
Parents, Mr. & Mrs. Thomas
Porter, and Mrs. Mrs. S. P.
Taylor.
Miss Gloria Porter of
Boston, Mass is visiting her
M r . and
Mrs.
Parents
Thomas Porter this week.

Kenneth
emelebrpatehwirean9 It. Lee...

eectert
M
n
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Author of five books...
The author of four books including Iceberg Slim
and a book of essays, Beck cautions black people
to seriously begin the process of nation-building
and to cast away the shackles of slavery that

LeMoyne sets
parents day
Saturday. Sept. 11, is Parents Day at LeMoyne-Owen
College.
Parents of all students at
the college have' been invited to the campus for
tours of the buildings, refreshments and a movie.
The day of activity, which
begins at 1 p.m., has been
arranged by a student committee headed by Russell
Floyd.
Faculty and staff members will be present to talk
with parents, answer questions and explain the operation of the college.
SCHOOL DANCE
A "Back to School" dance.

Temprees,
featuring
The
will be conducted in the LeMoyne-Owen College gym
this Friday night, Sept. 10,
from 9 until 2.
Members of Alpha Upsilon. the college's undergraduate chapter of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, are sponsoring the event.
There are 20 members of
undergraduate
the
Delta
chapte'r with Miss Lillie
Roberts at the helm as president.
Admission will be $1.50
for LeMoyne-Owen students
and $2 for others.

Rogers heads new committee
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President Nixon announced establishment of a cabinet-level Committee on International Narcotics Control to be headed by Secretary of State William P.
Rogers.
Also serving on the committee are Atty. Gen. John N.
Mitchell, Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird, Treasury Secretary John B. Connally, Central Intelligence Director Richard
Helms and George Bush, U. S. Ambassador to the United
Nations.

N

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS •
LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS,

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEALE STREET IA
6-5300

since 1945

.

and political activity provided the model for Lee's later
years.
George Lee overcame intense competition to become
one of 639 Negroes commissioned at the outbreak of
WW I. After the war he resolved to make the military
his career, returning to
Memphis to enlist the aid
of Robert R. Church, Meminfluential
most
phis's
Negro politician.
Politics was an integrated
activity in which a southern
Negro could gain prestige,
and George Lee followed in
the political footsteps of his
mentor Church. The Lincoln League had gained powand
Church,
under
er
Church's black-and-tan Tengainnessee delegation had
ed equal acceptance with

Fall Quarter 1971-72 begins Monday. Sept. 16, for
'Tennessee State University
stuand new
freshmen
dents; upperclassmen and
graduate students are scheduled to arrive Tuesday,
Sept. 21. Registration is
set for Sept. 17-22; and classes begin Sept. 23.
Campus residence halls
open Sept. 15 for freshmen
and new students and classes begin Sept. 15: and for
gradand
upperclassmen
uates, Sept. 20.
According to Dr. J. A.
Payne, Jr., Dean of Student Affairs, the Student
Seminar—Sept.
Leadership

13-14-- will organize and
prepare upperclassmen to
assist in the orientation
of freshmen and new students. Headed by Student
Robert
Council President
Smith of Nashville and Miss
Cynthia Clark of Paducah.
Ky., President of the Student Union Board of Governors, these leaders will also
support and implement the
university programs while
working with new students.
Orientation activities will
include a special convoca
lion, receptions given by the
individual schools, campus
tours and fun sessions. in
addition to tests and other

11, G. KUNKLE

The Memphis Committees
for Project Concern are
working again.
Dr. Jim'Turpin, founder of
the international organization, will be in Memphis
October 16 for a fund-raising
dinner and youth rally. cosponsored by the adult and
youth committees.
Carroll Lewis, new chairman of Project Concern's
adult committee, said a
workshop is scheduled January 16-17 for representative's
from other Mid-South cities
interested in planning a
Walk for Mankind in their
own ocmmunities.
Both committees will cosponsor the second annual
Memphis Walk for Mankind

in the spring. Last year's
Walk raised more than $30.000 for Project Concern's
medical clinics in Hong
Mexico,
Kong; Vietnam;
Mexico. and
Bisti, New
Alpine, Tennessee.
Besides the youth rally,
the young people's fall project will he repairing and
painting the homes of lowincome elderly Memp!iians.
In June, 15 youth members spent four weeks in
Gum S p rings, Tennessee
Building a community center
for residents of that Appalachian area.
Other new officers of the
adult committee are Mrs.
Martha Thomas, vice chair-

CO.
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• 3431 SUMMER
• 3237 POPLAR
• 3118 THOMAS(HWY. 31 N.)
• 2374 LAMAR
• 4253 HINT. SI SOUTH

324-4406
682-1661
351-4513
743-5370
396-0995

ALL FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES CARRY 5 YEAR
NATIONWIDE FACTORY WARRANTY

George W. Lee I iv e s in
Memphis today, where he
is Vice President of the Atlanta Life Insurance Co mpany, a post he has held
since 1939. He is G ra n d
Commissioner of Education
of the Improved Benevolent
Order of
and Protective
Elks of the World.

David M. 'Pucker, also a
Associate
is
Memphian,
Professor of History at Memphis State University. He attended the College of the
at Clarksville, Arkansas, earning the bachelor's degree there; he received the master's degree
at -Oklahoma State University and the doctorate at
the, University of Iowa.

N
ew Intern

Panthers deny shakedown
BERKELEY, Calif. — (UPI) — Black Panther Chairman
Bobby Seale has denied that the Party was involved in a
"shakedown" of black liquor store owners, but admitted it was
picketing them to back rdquests for donations.
"The party has no interest in hurting the black businessman," Seale told a news conference called in response to a
'complaint field in Alameda County Superior Court by Willie
R. Boyette, head of a Black Merchants assn

academic sessions.
faculuniversity
"The
ties." says Dr. Charles B.
Fancher, Dean of Faculty,
"will open the new year
with orientation of new
members on Sept. 13 followed by the Annual FacultyStaff Dinner. The general
graduate, unde rgraduate,
and departmental faculty
meetings will he held Sept.
1445."
At the opening Freshman-New Student Convocation, Dr. A. P. Torrence
president, and
university
Student Council President
Robert Smith. will give the
charge and challenge. A

Citizens fund dinner

5 Locations

APPLIANCE

the lily-whites in the national Republican Party.

TSU sets fall schedule

A
L I. GATLIN

ble Gasnd Mr
esident)
er resike area
attend

In the summer of 1912,
George Lee came to Memphis, the metropolis of that
part of the world, where he
was hired as a bellhop at
the Gayoso then Memphis'
finest hotel. In Memphis
Lee became aware of t h e
black bourgeoisie — successful businessmen whose
social and cultural accomplishments rivaled those of
many prominent white s.
The determination of these
men to build black pride
through hlaek capitalism

hustling and pimping bring.

ATHAN'S
LOAN FIFICE

123,000
d the
(UPI

George Lee was born in
Sunflower County, Miss., in
1894, the son of a Baptist
minister who owned a small
farm. He attended Alcorn
College in Mississippi, where
he excelled in his studies.
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Frigidaire Frost-Proof
with 154-lb. sire freezer
PD.iMnN.e

$29995

Frigidaire!
Flowing Neat

DRYER
Frigidaire!
Jet Action 1-18
Model WAS

WASHER

s1W`

Model OVItiTP

Frigidaire Dishmobile
loads easy,
cleans like crazy!
le Slanted top design lowers
front opening, makes loading
a snap•Super-Surge washing action—needs little or no
pre-rinsing a 4 Cycles--ineluding Plate Warmer. '

$15995
Frigidaire Range 'satires liftoff door, big storage drawer

Soi ea &Ws
Cerosaiest Pq Mei
ALL S STOICS OPEN DAILY 1 AM.-P P.N.

Closed Sunday

$1899$

man; Mrs. Ron Roberts,
secretary, and Jim Sueduth
treasurer.

Health
Center
Bulletin
Gary G. Miles, Regional
Director of the Tennessee
TB and Respiratory Disease
Association for this area,
commented recently. on the
public's apparent lack of
knowledge about tuberculosis.
remarkable,
said
"It's
the Regional Director, "that
a disease that costs so much
to detect and treat every
year, and that requires constant effort to contain, could
misunderbe so widely
stood." Mr. Miles cited the
fact that tuberculosis costs
Americans $545 million annually for "direct" costs
alone. This includes hospitalization costs, workmen's
compensation, expenditures
by the Federal and state
governments and Tuberculosis and Respiratory Disease
Associations, research and
physicians services. 'loss
of p0 tential employment
amount to an additional $482
million every year," Mr.
Miles said.
"And
yet," Mr. Miles
continued, "those who know
or have heard about tuberculosis, except for patients
think that TB is a conquered
disease. ft isn't, and it won't
be until everyone becomes
aware of the problem and
what they can do to prevent it,"
"One of the things that
can he done is to take advantage of the TB skin-testing and x-ray clinics furnished by the health department, and to make' sure that
a TB skin test is Included
in every family's annual
physical checkup."

concert by the University
Band, directed
Marching
by Frank T. Greer. will
precede the convocation.

•
•
•

Dr. Sam Delk, a recent graduate of MeHarry Medical
College, has completed his studies and has moved on to
join Cook County Hospital in Chicago as an intern. Be is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank F. Delk, of i600 Glenview.

Wins 10th Elks term
Mrs,. Nettie
B. Smith,
Grand Dgt. Ruler Grand
Temple. D g I. of
Elks,
IBPOE of W, is currently
in her tenth year of service
in
the
highest capacity
of the office.
She succeeded herself for
the fifth time at the 72d
Annual Grand Lodge Convention held in New Orleans
recently.

to the highest position. She
literally steamrollered her
opponent to the tune of nearly 2000 votes in the recent
election, establishing beyond
a doubt her strength. The
landslide of ballots also indicated a vote of confidence
for the leader by the voters
in one of the most record breaking sessions in the
history of the Grand Temple.

Mrs. Smith. of New York
and Washington, is currently celebrating some 50 years
of active membership coining up through the ranks

Installed by the Grand Organizer, Mrs. Evelyn C.
Reynolds, wife of the Grand
Exalted Ruler, Hobson II.
Reynolds of Philadelphia.

Memphians in service
JOHN
BRADFORD
Airman John B. Bradford.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Westly
Bradford of 1025 Ethlyn
Ave., Memphis, has received .
his first It. S. Air Force duty
assignment after completing,
basic training at Lackland
AFB, Tex. The airman has
been assigned to a unit of
the Strategic Air Command
at Grand Forks AFB, N. D.,
for training and duty as a
security policeman. Airman
Bradford is a 1971 graduate
of Hamilton High School.
ROBERT 0. WORK
Robert 0
Midshipman
Work, son of Mr. and Mrs
Robert G. Work of 2505
Whitney A v e.. Memphis.
Tenn.. has completed hi,summer It' a fling cruise
aboard the guided missile
cruiser USS Chicago in the
Pacific.
His ship returned to San
A u g.
4,
afte:
Diego
six weeks operations off
the California coast and Hawaii.
During the cruise he was
rotated through the ship's
engineering, weapons and
operations departments for
on-the-job training.
Midshipman Work is a
member of the Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps
unit at the University of
- Illinois in Champaign.
He is a 1970 graduate of
David G. Farragot High
School in Rota, Spain.
JAMES WILLIAMS
Air Force Captain James
W. Williams, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Isaac T. 1,Villiarn,,
2148 Eldridge -Ave., Memphis, is on duty at Udorn
Royal Thai AFB, Thailand:
Captain Williams. an F40 Phantom weapons systems officer, is assigned to
a unit of the Pacific Air
Forces, headquarters for air
operations in Southeast Asia,
the Far East and the Pacific
area. He previously served
at George AFB, Calif.

ESAW LONG GETS AWARD
A 1962 graduate of Doug.
lass High School, the captain
received his bachelor's degree in 1967 from Tennessee
Agricultural and Industrial
State University at Nashville. and was commissioned
there through the Reserve
Officers Training Corps program. He is a member of
Kappa Alpha Psi.
Captain Williams' wife is
the former Hattie B. Bummings.
FRED MILLER
Navy Seaman Apprentice
Fred Miller, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Miller of 1199 S.
Main. Memphis, Tenn., is
now participating in Operation "Squeeze Play" aboard
the aircraft carrier USS
Wasp in the Atlantic.
The two week anti-submarine warfare training exercise is designed to sharpen
individual techniques and
evaluate current procedures.
His ship is homeparted at
the Naval Air Station Quonset Point,
ESAW LONG
Navy Chief Petty Officer
Esaw Long Jr., husband of
the former Miss Rosetta
Sample of 357 "F" Wellington St., Memphis, was awarded the Good Conduct Medal
at Tactical Air Control Group
one, U. S. Amphibious Base.
Coronado, Calif.
His award, presented by
Captain M. E. Vail commander of the air control
group, represents four years
commendable service in the
U. S. Navy.

JOHN BRADFORD

He is a 1954 graduate of
Phoenix Tech., Phoenix,

JAMES

G I L LIAM

Marine Sgt. James E. Gilliam, son of Mrs. Aline Gilliam and husband of Mrs.
Claudia M. 'Gilliam all of
728 Leath St., Memphis,
Tenn., participated in a
three-day Joint North Atlantic T r e aty Organization .
(NATO) exercise with Marine
Corps B a ttalion Landing
Team 3/2 at Strimon River,
Greece.
His battalion joined forces
with Greek Marines and
treaded t he paths of conquerors since the days of
Alexander the Great.
Battalion Landing Team
3/2 is home-based at Camp
Lejeune, N. C.
He a t t ended Hamilton
High, Memphis, Tenn.
SAM

MURRY

Marine Pfc, Sammy L.
Murry, of 1207 Saffarans,
Memphis, participated in a
three-day joint North Atlantic T r e aty
Organization
(NATO) exercise with Marine Corps Battalion Landing Team 3/2 at Strimon
River. Greece.
His battalion joined forces
with Greek Marines -and
treaded the paths of conquerors since the days of Alexander the Great.
Battalion Landing Team
is
3/2
hope-based
at
Camp Lejeune, N. C.
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Memphis bells ring...
Desegregation . . According to Webster's New
World dictionary, means "to abolish racial segregation," on any level, whether it be social, educational,
or in housing.
to
But in this day and age. the word has grown

mean much more.
Sometimes it means, "run, run. the niggers are
comm n'" . . sometimes it may spell "I guess they're
içIoor to
alright. but I wouldn't want to live next
one . . .
merica
Here in Memphis, like most cities
migration
at
1
gre
A
coming.
today, a great change is
in.
by both black and white. The blacks etre moving
out.
and the white's are moving
The biggest topic in Bluff City today isn't about
since
President Nixon's wage-price freeze . . . Not
of
midst
the
in
still
is
Nixon
Mr.
opened.
has
school
N'ery
the discussion, but not in a light that casts a

big shadow in terms of an upcoming election year.
School desegregation... To bus. or not
to bus . . .
U. S. District .Judge Baily Brown. who struck the
did
first blow at the black-white dual school system.
schools,
so by clustering five predominantly white
with a sixth which is a majority of blacks.
efThe results of which haven't shown their full
Emotions
school.
of
week
first
the
after
fects as yet,
it
were said to be mixed about the manner in which
was done. and quite naturally, several white parents
refused to let their children be bused to the all-black
Shadowlawn school.
Petitions have been filed all over town by resitransdents of the Raleigh-Bartlett school area (those
groups of
ferred to Shadowlawn ). and several other
the
white parents. They absolutely refuse to accept
law of the land.
On a rough estimate. there are probably more
that
white organizations in the city of Memphis
have been formed by neighborhoods to stop busing,
to
or to keep the blacks out. than there are judges
hear all the cases. They have been springing up like
. And for the practical purposes of preservweeds
ing the peace (which they claim to seek), they serve
about as much good.

Deaf Judicial ears...
Last week, whether he liked it or not, .111 d g e
Brown stuck to his guns when he upheld his desegrebehalf
gation order and refused to hear a plea on
of the Bartlett area residents.
It's quite obvious, since the white man has been
food.
eating in restaurants where blacks handle their
desegrega
school
fear
they
etc., that the real reason
ng wit
tion, is not that HIS daughter will be 'frat-nizi
the
niggers', but that his child will be subjected to
have
children
black
that
education
of
standard
lower
suffered as a whole since Reconstruction.
While a few whites have been willing to admit
most
to a dual standard of education, on the whole,
means.
that
what
know
don't
whites
They, nor their children have never sat in a
.
classroom with fifty children and one teacher .
Had two or three students sharing one torn, outdated
book.
This is what they are afraid of . .
Mich.
They are so afraid of it, that in Pontiac.
last week, 10 empty school buses were bombed.
The damage may have served its purpose . . .
It surely
But it will not stop the great migration . .
adesegreg
of
wave
tidal
will not halt the onrushing
offition. There are still 70 more according to school
needed.
cials there, and they will be replaced if
MemThis could be a 'word to the wise' here in
might do to
phis. There is no limit to what "they"
halt the wheels of progress.
for
Memphis "citizens against busing," "parents
Neighborhood
for
"Citizens
and
action,"
ty
communi
and
Schools," have sought the aid of lawyers, judges,
Gov.
and
Brock
Bill
Senator
enlist
to
even attempted
them in their
Dunn. and anyone else who may aid
educational
the
of
some
sharing
against
mad dash
is to say
grief imposed on black children. So who
.
.
next
buses
bombing
they won't be
with
President Nixon, who has voiced differences

ed
Congress on the busing issue, recently commend
days of
initial
the
during
calm
its
for
"South"
the
school bells.
But in light of the Pontiac, Mich. incident, the
execuidea must seem apparent to all that the chief
taking
after
words
own
his
eat
again
once
tive will
his foot out of his mouth.

My view

Nixon thinks he knows
more than the court
By Dr. BENJAMIN E. MAYS
dent continues to interpose himself in opposition to Federal Courts, one has to
ask is the President playing politics? His
anti-busing attitude will certainly w i n
praise for him in the South and possibly
votes in 1972. If he does something to
save Catholic Schools, he will win Catholic votes.
Although I am with the President on
his new attitude toward China. I cannot
forget the President's anti-communist attitude when he ran for Congress years
The Supreme Court reversed h
ago against Helen Gahagan Douglass. Of
The Supreme Court sustained a lower
course, politics is politics and when one
CO urt in declaring in the Swann Case
wants to win, he does what he can withthat busing is permissible in order to
achieve, racial balance. And yet the Pres- in the law to win.
In the case of busing. I think it is
ident intervened in the Austin Case and
more than politics. I think the President's
authorized the Justice Department and
attitude toward segregation is that of
HEW to keep busing in that city to t he
President Eisenhower. He is not much
minimum as required by law. Who is to
schools.
decide how much is the minimum bus- in favor of integrated
I wish the President had been as
ing, the Federal Court or the President?
much concerned about justice for black
In the Case of Corpus Christi. the Presteachers who have lost their jobs be!dent has asked the Supreme Court to
is concerned
delay implementing the court's decision. cause of integration as he
about parochial schools and keeping busActing for the Supreme Court, Assoing to the minimum. It is my firm belief
ciate Justice Hugo Black has granted
that if under any circumstances white
the, President's request. There seems to
a result
be some doubt that the Mexicans a r e teachers had lost their jobs as
discriminated against in the Corpus of implementing Federal Court deciChristi Case. The Supreme Court has rul- sions, the President would have stepped
another
ed against federal a i d to parochial in — not to help them train for
he
schools. The President has come o u t job but give them severance pay or the
would have used his influence to stop
forcefully saying that something must be
firing and demotion.
done to save parochial schools.
These assertions -cannot be proved
The Supreme Court exists to keep
but one cannot help but wonder. It will
the Congress and the President from
also be worth nothing what the Supreme
usurpring too much power. When the
Court will do in the Austin and Corpus
President is determined about s o m ething, he does not stop. When the Presi- Christi Cases.

Not being a historian, I may be in
error but I do not recall in my day a
President of the United States who has
presumed to know more about how t he
law
Supreme Court should interpret the
and the Constitution than President Nixon. It seems to me that the President is
at odds with the Supreme Court. He intervened in Mississippi to give that State
more time to prepare to desegregate.

Point of View
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
TAINT MY HOUSE
The national hassle about busing
school children and other phases of the
subject of school integration . . . I a w
suits, court rulings, parental protests.
and even school room violence and
bombings only add up to putting the
cart before the horse.
"To integrate or not to integrate,"
that's the question. And the best place
to find the answer is in the area of
housing. Until Americans . . of whatever race, creed or color, learn to live
together as neighbors and human beings . . "all the king's horses and all
the king's muscle-men will never he
able to make 'em kin."
Segregated housing is the keystone
in the 'desegregation problem. America
has made much progress in race relations. But many whites and blacks still
live in cities and suburbs divided by a
color line.
Perhaps in no field are racial 1 e nsions higher than in housing. Many
blacks, in search of better living conditions, seek to buy or rent houses in
neighborhoods occupied entirely or primarily by whites.
When a black family does succeed
in buying a home, a rapid changeover
in the neighborhood from white to black
takes place, pushed by unscrupulous
real estate agents called "blockbusters."
Blockbusters prey on the fears of
white owners by telling them that t h e
neighborhood will soon be all black and
that their house will soon be worth very
little. They then offer to buy the house
for less than it is worth. After the purchase, they sell the house to a Negro
family for a large profit.
In short, the groups and individuals
interested in integration operate against
tough opponents: racial prejudice a n d
fear. And as long as that is the situation,
the furor about busing is a thing that
borders on the absurd. And that's so becatie it's too far from the nitty-gritty.
in
And the nitty-gritty is HOUSING ,
the United States of America.

HULLABALOO
In a very real sense most of the
hullabaloo being raised over the school
busing issue doesn't make sense.
Blacks and whites all over the nation are ,yapping about the physical
transportation of school children from
one school to the other. From the
President on down, it seems that nobody
realizes that the kids might like the
ride. The bus ride might be the brightest
spot in their whole school day, providing the adult bus driver keeps his mouth
shut and not project his prejudices into
the youngsters' relationships.
And that brings up one of the most
important points in this entire school
desegregation hassle. A black mother
raised it recently on a radio program.
She was concerned with what happens
to her child once he gets hemmed up in
a classroom. What is the attitude of the
teacher . . . pasty white or lamp-black
white . . . toward the child? Is the
teacher big enough to teach a child regardless of color . . . or is the teacher
so small as to block a child's progress
with pettiness, meanness, and stupidity.
There are such teachers, you know .
petty, mean, stupid, and just plain
cruel.
Many parents are justified in their
concern about what happens to their
child in the classroom . . . whether the
school is segregated or desegrated.
Some of the worst teachers for black
children have been outwardly black
teachers, carrying white prejudices and
hatred on their insides. On the other
hand some of the best teachers have
white skins but hearts that understand
and appreciate the black experience
into which young black children are
being initiated.
Black parents are understandably
concerned with what happens to their
youngsters in predominantly white

schools . . once they are bused there.
White parents have the same concern.
But the hullabaloo being raised about
bussing is in the wrong direction. The

main focus should be, as that black
mother suggested . . . on what happens
to the child in whatever class or school.
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BITS AND PIECES
THE RENDER AFFAIR
St. Louis Sentinel Publisher Howard
Frank Render, former Deputy Assisa satisfactory recovery
tant Secretary of Defense for Equal Op- Wood is making
heart attack which is
portunity, accepted his firing last week from his recent
for those of us who rely on
so gracefully that it raised more ques- good news when the crunch gets to
tions than if he had blasted away as ex- his counsel
you . . Sad news for the whole U.S.
pected when one is given the boot on
Black Community is that Ghana Ambascivil rights. Somehow, the 'halo around
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ing
the
statement
with
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head which
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very well. Meanwhile it was learned that during his stay
brother" to the thousands who came to
two incidents were probably contributknow and admire him.
ing factors to the resignation. Last DeLast week, he took his four young
cember while Render and L. Howard
to Ghana to place there
Bennett, the Deputy for Equal Oppor- children home
in schools there. The smaller ones have
tunity in the Military Services were on
to learn the language and customs. The
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community plans a
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Ambassador Debrah
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and his charming wife, Theresa . .
der of the area.
the 22-year-old star
According to those in the know. Gen- Alice Annum,
received a scholeral Taver was keenly interested in fe- Ghanaian athlete, has
at Allen
solving the racial incidents that had be- arship to study and train
Santa Macome so acute. To his consternatior. Hancock Junior College in
recent meet in
Render and Bennett proceeded to berate ria, California. At the
bowl
him for the conditions which they found, Durham, N.C. she won a silverdubbed
was
charging him with responsibility for for her performance and
them. When they returned to the States, ''Africa's Baby Jet."
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By FRANK L. STANLEY
This was a little disappointing to a
In a very few days we will know just
white coed from Indianapolis
beautiful
Presiof
threats
the
bearing
how much
who had never had the experience of gofunds
financial
disallow
to
dent Nixon
ing to school with blacks. Whether I confederally for busing have as well as the
her or not, I don't know because
jibes of Alabama Governor George C. vinced
it appears that so many people. white
Wallace to block further school desegreand black, are hung up on "busing"
gation. if busing is employed.
for example: I had lunch rePure and simple, its the old issue of these days
cently with a white business associate
white supremacy fanned to a red heat
whom I have always considered liberal
again under the egis of busing. Why all
and I still believe he is, but in the course
this furor at this time is most baffling
of the conversation about the President,
Busing has been a way of life for school
he blated out: "That Nixon ain't worth
children for many years and it doubtless
a damn. but I'll be doggone if I can go
can never be discontinued.
and I will have to go along
Busing takes place in the least inte- for busing,
with him on that." I asked him how on
grated as well as the most segregated
he be against busing if he
school system of the land. The truth is earth could
was really serious about correcting segthat the residential pattern has changed
regated schools, which have been perpeslowly but for the worse where school demany, many years.
segregation is concerned because most trated on blacks for
blacks in America live in urban areas
Of course, he hadn't looked at it in
where segregated residential patterns that manner. He was thinking about the
have reduced schools by a single race poor little children who would have to
and where racial balance is possibly only
get up two or three hours earlier a n d
through cross town transportation. In stand out on the road on cold snowy
ever
will
schools
that
way
only
the
short,
mornings and catch a bus and perhaps
be truly desegregated, and the only way
not get back home until five or s i x
in which we can get rid of all black o'clock in the evening with some of them
schools is through busing unless of going as far as thirty miles. I told him
had sympathy for those children b u t
course that by some magical stroke over
night black houses and families will be that I felt they stood to gain much more
by the mere sacrifice of a little time In
transplanted more abundantly and in
most instances, initially in white neigh- order to become more truly educated be-

schools everywhere because I am not a
separatists and thus if busing is the expedient way then we should have no
compunction about instituting and financing it as the Supreme Court — "Busing
is a Neutral Tool." Moreover, blacks are
not responsible for the existence ofi segregated schools nor are they responsible
for whatever additional other cost is necessary to desegregate schools, except of
course, as taxpayers they pay their pro.
ratashare.

away

ard r

Busing issue nothing

morning presentation, I was asked a
questio n: "Are you for busing, a n d
why?" I had no hesitancy in explaining
first how commonplace busing was a II
over America and secondly that I stood
first and foremost for truly desegregated

1

stitut

Being Frank

borhoods. Such is only wishful thinking
and it is foolhardy.
A few weeks ago I had an occasion
to address a journalism seminar in a far
western state. The participants were students from across America, considerable of them were midwestern. It was an
interesting experience and for some of
the whites I was the first black journalist that they had ever had the opportunity to talk with and listen to. In the question and answer period that followed my
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cause any white or black child who
goes to school and never has a classmate who is a member of a different
race, then his thinking is warped be-

cause he never becomes truly educated
and he never comes to know the many
different kinds of people who constituted
the nation in which he lives.

President Nixon's double talk on busing has worsened the situation. Back in
April of this year following the Supreme
Court's Swann decision case, he reluctantly came out in favor of busing and
then on August 3rd he repudiated that
and did exactly what the United States

Commission on Civil Rights said: "...
undermining the desegregation effort."
But I submit that right must triumph
over wrong and achieving full school
desegregation and/or racial balance is
far more important than reflecting a
Richard Nixon to the Presidency or providing a ralst platform for George Wallace to become a presidential a spi rant again. School Boards, Superintenl•lits and districts are in a state of flux
?nd t
confused, particularly those
who had the good decency to proceed as
..edered by court and do what was right.
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The Pantner-Hanrahan legal
battle that dominates the news in
Chicago has deep implications. As
President Nixon would say, one
point becomes crystal clear. Chicago, despite its bright, beaming
face, is a city still sick at heart.
•
It is a sickness common to all
of our major cities. The horrible
deaths of Fred Hampton and Mark
Clark two years ago put the spotlight on Chicago and exposed the
malignant disease that is eating
away at the very vitals of the metropolis. This same
disease has infected our total society and it produces
running sores all across America. The name we usually give it is'racism.
Today in Chicago there is a raging debate over
the grand jury indictments and the kind of justice
that should be done The community is polarized utterly. Each tribal group is hoping for its own kind of
victory.
Every single citizen knows that Fred Hampton
and Mark Clark died because they were black and
because they dared to fight the forces that make
blackness a crime in itself.
The pre-dawn raid would have never happened if
this were not so. Those who would deny this fact simply don't understand the realities of life in Chicago
and in America today.
Whatever develops in the courtroom battle in the
days ahead, you can be sure that the rampant racism which infects the bloodstream of the metropolis will still be with us.
Even now this racism is manifesting itself in the
firebombing of black families who are seeking homes
out of the crowded black ghetto in areas of Chicago where whites have organized to keep them out.
The white establishment is standing guard at the
gates to the suburbs. Paranoid inner-city whites are
trying to hold the line with rocks and firebombs. The
over-crowded black citizens face a "Berlin wall" at
every turn.
In the 1.Vhite House, the legal and moral leader
of the nation the President, says he is opposed to
"forced integration" in the suburbs. This code phrase
every American understands.
When the ugly facts of the black experience are
brought to the attention of many of those who constitute the so-called establishment, there is a standard response.
We are told t',at we blacks are making progress.
If you stand still long enough you will be given a
warehouse full of statistics to prove the point.
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The question, of course, is what do we mean by
progress? When it comes to finding a cure for this
racism which infects the total society and pollutes and
poisons the very air Americans breathe, I am not so
sure of this progress.
Some of the wanton abuses of civil rights ha v e
been curbed but no black man is free of fear. His
enemies lurk in every corner and sometimes in government itself, He knows that racism is woven into the
fabric of all our institutions, public and private.
The supreme tragedy of our time is that the controlling leadership of America at every level, local,
state, national, will not honestly address itself to
this basic issue of racism. We live in a world of utter
hypocrisy.
Many young Americans, black and white, are
turned off by this hypocrisy. My only hope is that they
will become so outraged that they will feel impelled
to do something constructive about it. They are going
to find a cure for cancer. A cure for racism, however,
is even more _urgently needed in our sick society.

COLUMBUS, Ga. —
Sheriff Jack Rutledge is the
man caught in the middle in
a classic confrontation between federal and state
power over a school desegregation plan that calls for
massive busing.
State Superior Court Judge
Oscar D. Smith has ordered Rutledge to serve papers
on school board members to
they
why
c a use
show
should not be held in contempt for trying to put a
federally-approved sc h o ol
desegregation plan in effect
that Smith ordered stopped.
He said he will try Rutledge if he doesn't serve the
papers. But Federal District
Judge J. Robert Elliott has
enjoined Rutledge and his
deputies' from serving the
papers. He has also, by
brders from the 5th U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals.
enjoined Smith from bringing contempt charges which
Smith apparently has defied.

"I don't know what I am
going to do," Rutledge said
"I will be in contempt of
some court no matter what
I do.
"I think I need some legal advice."
Smith called the contempt
hearing he has set for
Tuesday "a last-ditch stand
as to whether we will have
a dictatorship in this country or a free country.
"There will be no state
court system if the federal
court's order prevails."
Smith said he would risk
his career on trying Rutledge for contempt if he
fails to serve the papers.
"If the jury finds that
the sheriff runs this court,
I will resign," the judge
said.
Smith referred to the desegregation plan approved
by Elliott on July 14. Elliott
ordered the board to proceed
with the desegregation plan
despite the injunction by
Smith to halt it.

Mr. and
Mrs. Emmitt
Suggs, mother and father of
Dan Suggs have taken to
the political field to help
elect their son, Dan, who
is seeking the City Council
District 4 position.
Mr. and Mrs. Emma!
Suggs, s.esidents of 2774 Supreme in the Orange Mound
Community, are
actively
campaigning and
making
a sincere appeal to friends,
relatives, and citizens of
District 4 to support Dan
Suggs for City Councilman.
Mr. and Mrs. Suggs' first
stop on the campaign trail

Mrs. Jean Nidetch, founder and president of Weight
Watcher's International. Inc
will be appearing at t h e
Memphis
Auditorium
on
Sept. 18, to speak at a "free
and open" meeting on the
- war on fat."
Mrs. Nidetch. formerly a
tat housewife who lost 72
pounds founded the group
which now has representation in 49 states, (only Alaska has no representative).
there are an estimated 20,000 classes held weekly by
the Weight-Watcher's Inc..
and over 2.000,000 people
have been helped by t h e
group.
The Memphis Chapter,
with over 75 classes and 4,000 members, says that
over the past two years it's
members have lost over
300,000 pounds.
Mayor Loeb has proclaimed Sept. 13-18 as Weight
Watcher's Week in honor of
the organization's president
appearing in Memphis.

was to appeal to sanitation
workers and readily received support.
Mr. Emmitt Suggs is well
known in Orange Mound
and various parts of the
city. He is known for his
religious, civic, and fraternal dedication.
The candidate is
not
only known in Memphis,
but be is also known in the
Oakville Community, Capleville Community, Hickory
Hill Community, Collierville Community Whitehaven Community, Bailey
Station Community, and In
most communities in DeSota and Marshall counties
in Mississippi,
Mr. Emmitt Suggs, Si'. is
asking all of his friends and
relatives to help him to
elect Dan Suggs Councilman from District Four.
lie is asking all of his
friends and relatives in the
above communities to call
their friends and relatives
who live in District Four
and ask them to vote far
Dan Suggs Councilmen on
October 7

The members of the Salem-Gillield Baptist Church
will hold their 14th Annual
Fashion Show and Tea,
Sunday, Sept. 12. The affair, which will be held
at the Chisca Plaza Hotel
from 4-6 p.m., will feature
a show entitled, "The Now
Look" presented by Judy
Eiland, model and designer.
Fallions will be provided
by Unis of Memphis-Metro
Center.
Eunice
Carruthers
will
narrate the program, • with
Waterford, Vivian
Helen
Tennon and Attee Williams
serving as general chairmen.

THREE LOCATIONS
213 S. MAIN — 386 BEALE — 1367 N. HOLLYWOOD

Complete
Courteous • Confidential
Banking Services

Each Depositor Insured up to $20,000

Because the new fashions have excited you, do
you gulp a diet capsule before lunch? Take another
diet pill before dinner? Then two other tablets to
assure you a good night's sleep?
You may be asking, "what's the big deal?"
Well, if you are not getting this medication
legitimately, with a doctor's prescription, then
you art your own "pusher"—and you may be
hooked on "ups" and "downs."
So, before the bell tolls to let us know that
narcotics have taken another life, may I suggest
that you visit your doctor? 7-

Ek2a7

vice President
The Greyhound Corporation

with him in informing the public of his

Bond, Lewis tour Florida
Julian Bond and John
Lewis, officials of the Voter
Education Project, (VEP
of Atlanta. Ga., have concluded a Voter Mobilization
Tour of Florida the third
state to be visited in an intensive South-wide effort to
encourage minority political
participation.

Unlike previous VEP efforts in the states of Mississippi
a n d
Louisiana.
where large concentrations
of blacks reside in rural
areas, the Florida tour was
an attempt to mobilize minority voters in urban areas.
In the major metropolitan
centers such as Miami,
Tampa, Orlando, and Jacksonville. blacks and other
minority groups do not comprise a majority of the population but constitute an important block of power in
both local and statewide politics.

During my tenure in the army during World
War II, I remember some
sitting around
talking about their experiences on the battlefield.
Some of the vets would tell of the grief and pain
they experienced when a buddy was killed in
action; but then they would add: "But I said a
silent prayer of thanks that it wasn't me,"
Soldiers can be excused for taking this attitude;
because, in battle, they have very little control
over their destinies.

Do you start your day with a pep pill? And
about mid-morning take another pill to calm
your nerves?

Dan Suggs. candidate for District Four, City Council, is
seen here meeting and greeting supporters while on a
local campaign tour. Also Dan's mother and father (left)

because there's going to be
more troubled waters ahead.
"In the battles of this
decade,- declared Lewis.
"the ballot can and must
be a mighty weapon for
change. It is ballot power
which, in the final analysis.

will transform a divided
South into a Beloved Community."
The A'oter Education Project, a private, non-partisan organization operating in
the eleven southern state,
from Virginia to Texas, pro-

vides direct assistance in
the form of grants to local
minority voter registration
drives. The VEP program
also includes
citizenship,
education and technical assistance to black elected officials in the South.

Unlike previous VEP efforts in the states of Mississippi
a n d Louisiana.
of a migrant labor camp
south of Miami.

By Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

I doubt if anyone openly courts death; but
today there are many individuals who'think that
they are "cool"; when, in reality, they are carrying
on a flirtation with the "grim reaper." Who are
these foolish ones? They are the drug abusers of
today, the "trippers,""sniffers," and "mainliners."
, Are you numbered among the sick individuals who
are seeking dreams-come-true through the use of
narcotics? Before you reply, let me ask you a few
questions.

Meeting and greeting...

On their two-day tour
which began on Aug. 29,
Bond and Lewis visited nine
urban centers from the
northwestern area of Tallahassee to the southeastern
town of Homestead, the site
of a migrant labor camp
south of Miami.

TRI-STATE BANK
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Georgia .:•epresentative Juiian Bond, a board member
of the Voter education Project, expressed satisfaction
that the tour had been successful, saying, "This is only
the beginning, the first step
in the process of empowerment of a semi-powerless
people. In each community
where we visited, voter registration forces are mobilizing for the all-important
elections to be held in 1972.
We urge black voters, who
will be wooed by Presidential candidates in the primary election activity in
early 1972, to chart a course
of political sophistication —
to support only those parties
and candidates which truly
represent the needs and aspirations of the black community."
"Florida, unlike Mississippi and Louisiana, does not
have a statewide civil rights
movement," Bond continued, "It is our hope that our
drive can, through statewide voter registration effarts, tie together minority
communities
which
have
been separated in spirit and
organization as well as by
geography."
"We have tried to say to
people in the minority communities of Florida that they
must continue tile struggle
for liberation through the
power of the ballot," stated
John Lewis, Executive Director of the Voter Education Project. "We have come
a long way since the 1960's.
It WAS the nonviolent movement of direct action which.
like a bridge over troubled
waters, brought us through
that decade. Now, in the
1970's, although critics may
say it's 'old fashioned,' we
still need that spirit of commitment and determination

When Satchel Paige, one of the all-time
great baseball players, was inducted into
the Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown.
N.Y., recently, a number of old-time black
baseball players were on hand to congratulate him. In this picture, Paige is being

Recently in Drew. Miss.,
Cleve McDowell a black attorney, announced his candidacy for the Mississippi
State Legislature as a representative of Sunflower County, Post I.
In 1963, McDowell was the
first black to attend the University of Mississippi Law
School where he was later
harassed by university officials for having pistol on
campus while white students
with deer guns and shotguns
went unnoticed.
Cleve McDowell attracted
national attention when he
challenged Mississippi justice
after Miss Jo Etha Collier,
an 18 year old black high
school student, was gunned
down by whites from a passing car the eight of her
graduation from a newly
"integrated" school in
Drew, Miss., in May of this
Year.
In his announcement, McDowell said that: "Sunflower County is 62.8 percent
black; yet, blacks have only
one minor political office in
the county." In this heavily
black populated county that
is the home of U.S. Senator
James 0. Eastland, unemployment and under-employment are only two of the
many problems facing
blacks in Sunflower County
Attorney McDowell stated.
When asked what blacks
across the country could do
to aid the black candidates
in Sunflower County, Mc-

congratulated by Ted Page (left) of Pittsburgh. Pa., a former teammate of Satchel's
and Walter A Jackson (right), Gulfs
Supervisor of M i nor it s' and Academie
Relations.

Dowell said that the lack of.
money to promote the campaigns was the most pressing problem. Money is needed for materials, office spaces, workshop sessions, transportation and food for campaign workers, he indicated.

McDowell urged black individuals or organizations to
send ai to the black candidates in care of the:
McDowell Campaign Headquarters
Post Office Box 223
Drew, Miss
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Primaril For and About Women
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their daughter Kim went West . .. Los Angeles where
they were shown around the city by their cousins Earl
and Dr. Josephine Isabel Jones, Josephine's parents
Ethel and George Isabel have also visited them.
Pretty little Kim was quite excited over her visit
to Disneyland. Here they ran into a tour guide Carolyn
by
Jones, who's a former Memphian BTW grad, working
with American Telephone and Telegraph Company
ERMA LEE LAWS
and a tour guide at Disneyland . . . she reported that
Lucy and Mark Stansbury and Mark's sister Claudine
Stansbury had just toured the fun capital.
In Pittsburgh, California the Reids were guests
of his sister Hazel Nunn, and another sister Virginia
"PROGRESS, in the sense of acquisition is some- Woodrow in Rodeo. From there they were off to San
thing; but progress in the sense of being is a great Francisco and Oakland where they saw Alphonso and
deal more. To grow higher, deeper, wider, as the Alice Joy Dassie, she's a former Memphis schoolyears go on; to conquer difficulties, and acquire marm now teaching out there.
Then they went on to Las Vegas where McCann's
more and more power: to feel all one's faculties
this
.
.
.
soul
the
into
descending
truth
brother Judge Robert Reid was their host. Here they
unfolding, and
ran into Richard Jones who started his basketball
makes life worth living." J.F. Clarke.
tutelage of
Party Fare ... Miss Dorothy Spight of 1255 Green- career at Lester High School under the
with the
wood feted New Yorkers Miss Margorie Siegal and Jake Barber and Jake Peacock. He's now
Marformer
the
is
"Papoose"
wife
His
Mon('happarells.
Miss Roxanne Siegal with a party at home last
Memphis.
from
also
Hayes
tina
day evening.
Before coming home to Memphis they also visited
The vivacious young visitors were visiting their
horrt town. East St. Louis with his parents.
McCann's
.Josephine.
838
of
Anderson
Roxanne
aunt. Mrs.
Jesse Reid Sr., their brother and sisterMrs.
Helping to make the party' and the Bluff City visit Mr. and
and Thelma Reid and their children,
Jesse
Larrw
were
pair
the
for
occasion
o memorable
Yvette.
Brown. Mary Freeman. Cleophas Freeman. Cassan- Marlon and
Mr. and Mrs. Willie .Anderson who're avid traveldra Hamilton, Clifford Waller. Mary Small. Verlene
LoFreeman, Sylvia Chandler, James Venable, Robert ers visited South Carolina and Atlanta. They're
Osbrone's
parents.
Fred)
rene
(Mrs.
WhitPamela
Walker.
David
Chandler,
Ruth
O'Neal.
And Robert Yarbrough is winding up his visit to
ney, Chester Chandler. Katie Hampton. Otis Brown.
Francisco.
San
Gerald
Small,
Pheobe
Spight,
John
Ellen Chandler.
Marie Bradford spent a few days in Chicago visitBrown. Larry Brown, and Marilyn Jackson.
Travel Log . . . Cora and McCann Reid and ing her sister Helen Bradford just before school start-
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(Mrs. A. B. Carter are to be commented
Rachel
bur
Vegas
,Las
season
the
for
vacation
ed. Her third short
work with his program as well
volunteer
their
for
and Pittsburgh were the other spots.
Thomas.
Rufus)
(Mrs.
Walter Martin picked up his Masters Degree at Lorene
LIKE . . . Joe Black, viceTHE
AND
VISITORS
during
the Vander-Cooke School of Music in Chicago
in town last week to conwas
of Greyhound
the summer. His wife, Anna and mom, Mrs. Daisy president
Drug Abuse.
on
workshdp
a
duct
Martin went up for his graduation.
week from
Dr. Quincy Johnsen was also here last
We steered you to Atlanta when we should have
and,
Horton
Suvalla
Mrs.
mother,
his
Golupad
Detroit visiting
routed you to Albany for the dedication of
Ernestine_
and
Venson
R.Q.)
Clinic . . . the new modern equipped medical building his aunts, Ethyl (Mrs.
Melba also visited her
just opened by three medic men ... Dr. W. Carl (Mrs. A.P.) Martin. His wife
Miss.
Aberdeen,
Edward
in
Dr.
down
friends
folks
his
to
sent
hellos
Gordon: (who
John Ellis Thompson and his brother Alvin ThompReed and Dr. Ike Watson), Dr. James A. Hubbard,
of a
and
Rev.
the
of
son-in-law
and Dr. Edgar Parker,
son were here also from Detroit for the ,funeral
Mr'
Mrs. P. E. Brooks who as we mentioned before went relatiite. They stopped with cousins. Mr. and
down to the dedication which claimed wide newspaper David Hayes.
coverage as well as television.
CONGRATS TO: Otha L. Brandon on the relocatiar
Dr. Parker is married to the Brookses youngest of his office to Suite 1318 Exchange Building, 9 N.
daughter, Mona and they are the parents of Edgar Jr.,. Second st. He held an open house Saturday. He's a
and Phillip Todd.
former Business Manager of LeMoyne-Owen College
The Brookses were accompanied by their daugh- and has been a CPA for a number of years.
ter Mose Yvonne Hooks, their daughters and son-inAnd heartiest congrats to Dr. Lillie McDonald
laws. Charlotte and Samuel Polk'and their little ones,
University
who earned her coveted degree at Indiana
Samone and Sandra and Phyllis and Willie Kelley
School
City
Memphis
the
in
teaching
again
and is
and Willie Jr.
System.
Dr. J. B. Martin Jr., of Detroit sent hellos to his
HAPPY BIRTHDAY . • was the joyful refrain
uncles and aunts Dr. B. B. Martin, Mrs, W. S. Martin
sang tothe Rev. Ezekiel Bell Cother Sunday at
they
and Dr. and Mrs. A. T Martin and his scores of
his Parkway Gardens Presbyterian ('hurch. The next
Memphis friends.
the church took their annual picnic at the
Lloyd C. Elam, President of Meharry Medical Col- Sunday
Farm in ('ordova.
Pinkston
lege also attended the dedication. The three doctors
WELL WISHES ... to Harold 3. Whalum,
GET
are graduates of Meharry.
his leg Saturday afternoon while playing
broke
who
And Orphelia and Dr. Jimmy Ryas are back after
Skipper and Roy. He's located in BaPsons
his
with
points
interesting
other
an extensive tour of Japan and
Hospital.
list
in the Orient. Orphelia is already "on the case" and
Long stem roses to Maxine (Mrs. Vase to, Jr.)
is conducting a workshop this week on her "Call For
Action" out at radio station WDIA. She and our neigh- Smith who is home after a stint in Baptist Hospital.
alEr
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Deltas blast Nixon
HOUSTON, T E XAS -There is no wrath like that
of a woman's!
More than 1.800 Black
women, as members of Delta Sigma Theta. Inc. a national public service sorority. put aside their convention agenda to deal with
what the called a "disturbing appalling, frightening.'
the
from
announcement
White House on the school

desegregation busing contto
versy.
What angered the Deltas
was the White House statemein that federal officials
cornpl
to
who f a i led
fully with President Nixon's
again,:
prohibition
strict
busing to achieve school desegregation would he fired
or reassigned.
The Deltas, with a mem
hership of 60.000. were in

threats
implied
his
for
against federal officials.
"We endorse the August
12, 1971 statement of the
United Slates Commission
on Civil Rights emphasizing
the need to desegregate to
achieve quality education
legislative
opposing
and
changes to restrict busing.
protest
"We stro ngly
and condemn the position
House
White
stated by the
on eliminating busing as a
means of enforcing equal
education. Most school desegregation plans include.
busing as a necessity. If
funds are withheld, desegregation will he impossible.
look. John Jones, one of the
We want the best education
founders of the Harlem
possible for all children.
Writers Workshop, is known
"We further condemn any
as an editor, critic and scithreats or acts of reprisal
entific leader in the field of
against any government emhair beauty, the results ar,.
ployee or school district as
hound to be all there isto
they work to enforce the law
know about the natural . .
of the land. Neither will
in one handy book!
we sit silent for fear of
Issued as a public service
reprisal as dissenters. Freeby Clairol. Inc., "All About
dom of speech is an inThe Natural" may be obalienable right.
tained by sending name
"We are forced to demand
and address plus 25 cent. to
the President to abide by
cover postage and handl:n.4
the law and to reverse his
to "All About The Natural,"
present position. He must
c/o Clairol. P. 0. Box fiNA.
show that he cares about
Yonkers N. Y. 10701.
our children, and about
peace and order in this nation, by speaking out and
acting strongly to support
desegregation."

the midst of their 31st national convention when the
latest White House anti-busing statement was released.
After endorsing the U.S.
Civil Rights Commission's
statement condemning the
President for his previoti,
announcement,
anti-busing
he Deltas, in a plenary
session, unanimously adoptresolution
their (1,,k n
ed
sharply rebuking Mr. Nixon

All about the Afro
you've ever
Everything
wanted to know about the
Afro (but didn't know who
to ask) is answered in "All
About The Natural," a 42page illustrated booklet front
Clairol written by Lots Liberty Jones and John Henry
Jones
by blacks for
Written
blacks, the authors tell it
uke it is about today's natural look. . . about Black Is
. about "letting
Beautiful
go of other people's beaut,
standards and wearing a
hairstyle that is a life style."
"All About The Natural.

covers the history of African
hairstyles and Afro-Americiin
culture, tells how to choose
a natural hairstyle and how
to achieve it by following
easy step-by-step illustrated
instructions. T h e booklet
discusses pressed and processed hair. the "naturai"
of black celebrities, and oat lines a program for the
care and nurturing of tne
Natural Look.
Lois and John Jones arc
both noted in the fields of
beauty culture and science.
As early as 1952, Lois Jones
was pioneering the natural

Wigsby Mon-Claire
Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5:30 p.m.(Except Holiday')

9

-

AFRO WIG

SHAG

$5.95

DUTCH BOY

$10.95

$12.95

HOT PANT WIG

tunic-topped
orlon pantsuit
$14
specially sized
2 to 301/2
1
16/

$16.95
LONG FALL

sirs

1110200004.112

Mill orders' please add
754 postage end sales tic
eigeogelate In your atm

$16.95

000000000000000000000000000

• Orlon bonded to acetate
• guaranteed washable
• v-neck back-zip top
• elasticized waist pants
• navy or forest green

s re re cal •

attendance records during their recent one-month engagement. il-r) William Guest. Ed Patten, Motown Producer.
Johnny Bristol who co-authored the multi-million selling
kingle with Miss Knight, Allen and Merald Knight,
Motown Photo I

Seek Mid-South Queen
,

our economy class
easy-care gadabout

$14.95

WASH & WEAR TAPERED

downtown • union ave.• whiteha%en

fashlon specialists
In sizes 18 to 80
and 161
2 to 3234
/

Back to School Sale
100% HUMAN HAIR
$7.95 * TAPERED WIG * $7.95
$14.95* LONG FALL *$14.95
$19.95* LONG WIG *$19.95
$29.95* HAND MADE 429.95
asasse295,9.,50,J0fUlsassQ_911,9_90,_20_4(p/000011_9011_911 ft

Motown's soul sister Supreme, Gladys Knight and The
Pips break during their show to accept gold record from
comedian Marty Allen for their recording of "I Don't
Want To Do Wrong." The presentation took place at the
I.as Vegas Hilton International where the group broke all

The Mid-South Fair has
sent out a "wanted bulletin"
for a vibrant teenager with
a zest for living. When the
one is found she will be the
1971 "Miss Youth Personality" of the Fair.
The winner will be selected at the finals on Sunday.
Sept, 26 at 2:30 p. m. in the
Youth Center on the Fairgrounds. That will be two
days into the nine-day Fair,
which runs Sept. 24 through
Oct. 2. As Miss Youth Personality, she will assume
the reigning Miss Mid-South
the role of co-hostess for the
Fair. The two beauties will
be feted at major events of
the Fair. meet the stars and
make personal appearances
in promotion of the Fair.
Candidates for the title
must be between the ages
of 14 and 17 (inclusive),
single and never married; a
resident of the Mid-South;

and have the written consent
of their parents to enter he
contest.
Contestants will be judged
on poise, charm, intelligence
and personality. Applications
are - available by writing
Personality
Youth
"Miss
Contest", T h e Mid-South
Fair, P. 0. Box 14808, Memphis 38114 or by calling (901)
274-8800. Applications must
be accompanied by a photograph. any • size or kind,
with name and address on
the reverse side.
Preliminary judging of the
contest will be held on Saturday, Sept. 18 at 9:30 a. m.
in the Family Living Center
on the Fairgrounds. The
winner will receive a $200
wardrobe of her choice from
Vicki's Love and The Showroom which are co-sponsoring the event with WHBQ-I
AM and FM radio and'
Channel 13 TV.

Academic Gowns
1 Choir Robes, Pulpit,
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individual' And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS
CUSTOM

B H

Expert Service Only $3so
14 North Maim(AT MAT DOWNSTA1113)527.319

STOUT SHOPPE
• 327-6436
JDOWNTOWN• 64 10. MAIN
• 274-2065
UNION AVL • 1992 UNION
WNITINAVIN• 4279 aftVY. 31 5. • 398-0064
deg whikAoww Met meil Tbws. web, It p.m.

INC.
248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

hi•oiphig, Tennessee
Ask fur Anil
"YOUR Cempetty Makes Whet Too
Crests. Wiwi Yoe Think or

Last year's winner is Miss
of
Melinda
Middlebrooks
Jackson, Tenn., now a student at the University of
Alabama.

Mrs. Smith
opens HQ
Mrs. Maxine Smith, School
Board Candidate for Dist. 4,
will hold an official opening
of her headquarters Friday,
Sept. 10 at 7 p.m.
at 2453 Park
Located
Avenue, Mrs. Smith invites
all friends and patrons to attend.
Further information concerning M's. Smith and her
campaign can be obtaiffer
by calling 324-3774.

BLACK
MAIM
Hair Coloring promises you
younger looking hair . . .
r, stair money boa:
See your hair become dark and lustrous, radiant with
highlight, in lust
17 minutes at home.
Natural looking hair
color won't rub off or
mash out. Long Dialing.
Safe with lierrnanentn.
Get it package twin
,

ONLY $1.19 COMPLETE
&Nadas: Jet Bleck
SLACK 5 nth's!
Perk Brawl—
STRAND Medlin, Brown—Light Sawn
At your draggist, or send $1.50 to
Strand Products Co., Dept. N,
79 W Matron Street, Chicago, III.
60603 Specify shad. wanted.

SA
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Readers invited to
help a baby win

eek from
orton and
Ernestine__
isited her

T h e Tri-State Defender's Second Annual Baby

in Thompneral of a
and Mr'

Context has begun.

refoeatidn—
sing, 9 N.
:y. He's a
• n College
S.
McDonald
University
ity School

TARRAL T. WOODS

WILLIE L. SANDERS

Why not include YOUR
BABY in the contest, and
Introduce him or her to
Memphis and the M I dSouth area.

'ul refrain
Sunday at
The next
ic at the

A vote box score, telling
at a glance the standings of ,
each entrant will be run In
each issue beginning Sept.
25.

& SISAQUITA BLAYCLOCK

Whalum,
le playing
d in Bads( o, Jr.)
Hospital.
BOSUN!) (SARNEY:

MILTON

TRI-STATE'S
It
OA
.

"0,14,
TRACY MEADOWS

PATRICIA A. CREEKS

The second Annual 'Tri-State Defender Baby
Contest begins Sept. 4, and will run through
NOV. 27. Many prizes will be given away, such
as a color Tv, a black and white TV, clothing
and food certificates, radios, baby furniture,
and a year's supply of milk and baby food. All
persons living in the Tri•State area (Miss., Ark.,
Tenn.> are eligible to participate. Voting for
contestants will be handled under the guidelines

VIM

Bonds
C %ROI, WILLIAMS

FASHION
FA CTS
from SEARS
by J. C. Wilson

winner is Miss
ddlebrooks
of
n.. now a stuCniversny of

Smith
HQ
e Smith. School
sate for Dist. 4.
official opening
ivarters Friday,
p.m.
,t 2453 Park
Smith invites
d patrons to at-

Rev. Gordon Stanley Houston, a 1971 graduate of Lane
has been awarded a scholarship to attend the School of
Divinity at Harvard University, Cambridge. Mass. For
the first year the scholarship i
is its the amount of $4.355.1
The second year Gordon
will receive a Protestant
Fellowship in the amount

Having covered the don'ts of men's wear previously, I'm sure
there are some of you who are now wondering just what and how
to coordinate your wardrobe to really highlight yourself. Here are
some of the basic rules you should definitely follow as closely as
possible.
Gloves:
Should always complement the color of your coat.
Wear dark gloves for dress and brightly colored
gloves with sportswear only.
Scarves:
A neck scarf is a must with any dressy topcoat.
Sport shirts and turtlenecks should always be worn
Shirts:
with sportswear. Never with suits.
Ties:
Only 3-inch and wider neckwear is right for the
spread and long point collars. Wider collar styles
require broad knots in ties. Use a Windsor or /
1
2
Windsor knot with all your wider collars.
Jewerly:
Bright, flashy cuff links are for nighttime only.
They should never be worn during daytime business
hours.
Sweaters:
Always fold and keep in dresser drawer. Never use
hangers—they cause sweaters to grow out-of-shape.
Color:
Add some touch of color to every style. Being
dressed from head to toe in one color is out.
Leather in belts, shoes and other accessorities
should be colormatched to complement each
These are pointers that I feel, if adhered to, will certainly
enhance your look. Take pride in your appearance. Impressions of
many people are derived from how well they dress. Remember the
old saying,"A rust impression is a lasting one."
NEXT: SPECIAL STYLE DO'S

_.(_...

formation com
Smith and her
be obtaidrf
4-3774.

•

FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION
4421 Beacon Hill $9,950
5 rooms.] bath.W1S $100 On
35 E Biscayne Rd. S14,175
6 rooms. I bath. FR $175 Doi
2630 Dakar
$10,230
.5 rooms. I bark FRS:50 Dn.
1485 Gabay
$ 6,450
4 rooms. I bath, FR No Down
Pa v men t
1798 Kendale
$15,950
11 rooms. 31
/
2 Baths.
Stucco / FR
$230 Dn.
970E, Person Ave. $9,830
5 rooms, 1 bath
A spl/S
$100 Dn.
1157E.Ryder PL $6,800
7roorn.s. I bath. FR All Cash
VA TO MAKE NO REPAIRS
OR UTILITY CHECK
1359 Redbud Road 514,500
5 rooms, 1 bath, BVS250 Dn.

For Sears
Men's Store

NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY

.11

Sears Crosstown

ACK
AND

BABY CONTEST NOMINATION FORM

promises you

(PRINT NAME)

insek'
be•
us.
Oh

PARENT'S NAMES

met
home.
hair
nIff or
hotting.
°tents.
Od RV

9 COMPLETE
natural skeeter Jet Black
Blank— Dark Brown —
ealv• Brown—Light Brown
15, or send $I 50 to
Us Co., D•stt. 14,
Street, Chicago, III.
fy shod• wonted

IN THE BABY CONTEST.

PLEASE ENTER BABY

ing hair . .

it

Long term. 7/
1
2% Loans Available
See Any Broker
======= 6111.
___..._

,fiT)DRESS

CITY

•

I It•

: ZIP CODE

TELEPHONE NO

•

BABY'S BIRTHDATE:=

1*
5

MUST ACCOMPANY THIS FORM.
A GLOSSY PHOTOGRAPH (NOTCOLOR)
MAIL TO

BABY CONTEST
Til-STATI DEFENDER P.O. 1012665 MEMPIUS, TENN. 31111

of $7,000.
The Rev. Gordon Houston
will study for the Bachelors
of Divinity and a Doctorate
of Theology degrees for the
next six years.
An
outstanding
student

•

* •

Marquette Taylor, nephew of

7E
•.•
..••••

•

The parent-s of the abootr•
children invite all readers V.
vote for the child of their
choice by taking out subscriptions to the Tri-State Defender in the name of the.
baby and parents listed.

BABY
CONTEST
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Votes cast for the Tri-State Defender Baby
Contest may be made according to the follow- —,
ing schedule:

1.) For each two-year (2) subscription to
the Tri-State Defender, sold at 1,10.00 each,
500 votes will be recorded ...

Please enter my subscription to the Tr -State
Defender and credit Baby
votes
with

3.) For each 6-month subscription sold to
the Tri-State Defender, at a costof $3.50 each,
125 votes will be recorded ...

I wish to subscribe for: (check one)
( ) 2 (two) years-$10.00 (500 votes)
year-$6.50 (250 votes)
( )
1 (one)
( ) 6 (six) months-S3.50 (125 votes)
Please send to:

Treas.. I. y n n
Woodson,
daughter of Mrs. Mary E.
Woodson, 620 Ashes Court.
•

set forth on the subscription form found elsewhere in each paper starting next week. All
babies who are under two years of age at the
close oI nominations (Oct. 30) are eligible. A
glossy black and white photo should he mailed
In the Tri-State Defender along with the nomination form by parents, friends and relatives of
any baby. Prizes will be awarded to the top 10
babies at the close of the contest.

Rev. Houston
awarded grants

•

*

Sherits 1 . Branch, datightet
of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Branch, UV Bradley
• • •
Showi l.avel Prescott Jr..
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Prescott Jr. -159 Williams

Tonva V Williams, daughter
of Mrs. Patricia Williams,
402 Gracewood.

CONTEST

st,SRK DAVls

I

•

2.) For each one-year (1) subscription to
the Tri-State Defender, sold at 1,6.50 each,
250 votes

BABY

.11 ---,-

Contest Rules

Buy U.S.

In

at
,
.4

•

Terra! Terrell Woods, son of
Mrs. Bernice Woods, 2814
Spottswood, No. 3.

-.•/•••

Mr,. Janet Fifer 775 Peadie-..

Entry nominations for the
contest close Oct. 30, with
the winner being named
Nov. 27.

CLARK

ENTER

th engage.
Producer,
ion selling
d Knight.

Over $1000 in prizes will
be awarded to the top ten
(101 babies in ballot voting.
ALL BABIES entering the
contest during the month
of September will receive
a BONUS of 250 votes.

Rosalind
Denise (arner,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Garner, kis Deerskin dr.

••••••1

while at Lane. Rev, Houston
served as President of the
Student Christian As,ociation
and the Ministerial Alliance,
treasurer of the Veteran,
:
Club. a member of the Vesper Choir, Freshman Counselor, a member of the
Scroller Club, lead role- in
"To Thee We Sing". a member of the Finance Committee of the Lane College SelfStudy.

• •

Lolita and Martina Blylock
twin daughters of Sir. and ,
Sirs. John R. Haytork, 236i
Verdun Cove.

Enclose check or money order and mail to.
Baby Contest Subscriptions
Tri-State Defender
P. 0. Box 2665
Memph,,„ Tenn. 38103

Milton Earl Clark, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Clark
1622 N. Hollywood,
• • •
Mark Joseph Davis,. son ol
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Davis
Jr., 1938 Florida at. No. S.
Carol Lee Williams. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John 5.
Williams 1176 Warlord st
•

•

Tracy D. Meadows, daughter
of Mrs. L. V. Cambell, 576
Boston.
• • •
Patricia Ann Cheek,
. daughter of Mrs. Gertrude Cheeks,
166 W. Trigg ave.

st

Old Taylor Presents:Ingenious Americans

Thanksto this
Black man'sinvention,
trains stopped
traveling blind.
Granville T Woods
(1856-1910)
It's hard to believe that a man who
was forced to leave school at the age of
ten could have patented over thirty-five
electrical and mechanical inventions, Yet
Granville T. Woods did just that. The
hard way.
Born in Columbus, Ohio, in 1856,
Woods literally learned his skills on the
job. He learned them in a machine shop.
On the railroad. In a rolling mill. He took
a mechanical engineering course at an
Eastern college, worked as an engineer
aboard a British steamer—even handled
a steam locomotive on the D& S railroad.
Even with this background and all his
engineering skill he was unable to get
anywhere in these jobs.
But Granville T. Woods, a Black
man, was a great electrician and an inventive genius. His talents could not go
unnoticed.
In his early thirties, he became
interested in thermal power and steamdriven engines. And, in 1889, he filed his
first patent for an improved steam-boiler
furnace.
This was just the beginning. Woods
invented fifteen appliances for electric
railways. The greatest of these was a

device called the "Induction Telegraph"
that enabled men to communicate by
voice over telegraph wires. Woods' in-

•

11

,......«....,.....54............

vention made it possible for trains to
communicate with the station and with
other trains so they knew exactly where
they were at all times. This invention prevented countless accidents and collisions.
Woods, along with his brother
Lyates, went On to organize the Woods
Electrical Company in Cincinnati, Ohio.

And in later years, he succeeded in selling many of his inventions to some of the
country's largest corporations. American
Bell Telephone Company bought many of
his ideas, as did General Electric and the
Westinghouse Air Brake Company.
Granville T. Woods attained great
fame. He was a great electrician. A great
inventor. A great man.He will be remem-

bered as an ingenious American and
prolific inventor.

Old Taylor •
Kentucky Straight Bourb

hiskey

55 PROOF. THE OLO 551105 DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT & LOWSWELE, KY,

Any way you try rl,
Armour Treet tastes good

Everybody seems to like it
Tree, is all sugar-cured
good Armour meal

a

BUY111TRYIt
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Laymen's
banquet

Mt. Moriah
honors two

The Annual Laymen's Expansion Banquet will be held
Friday evening September
10 at the Chisca Plaza Hotel
7:30 p. in. Dr. G. P. Brun
son, president of the Inter
Theological
denominational
Center ( I .T.C. I, Atlanta,
Georgia will be the guest
speaker. A n o ther distin.
p e rsonality, Dr.
guished
Hermon Stone, president of
Lane College, Jackson, Tennessee will introduce Dr.
Brunson.

M an; Henry
Dynamite
Cage & Singers; Ralph Lofton Singers; Masonic Travelers: Oakville's Choi r; St.
Luke Seraphims; New Bel.
levue Male Chorus; Gospel
T r U El Singers and many
other groups choirs. The
public is invited.

An Appreciation Day program will be held at the MI.
Moriah Baptist Church 239
South Orleans St. for Mrs.
Wilma Alexander (Organist )
and Prof. Harry Walker
(Pianist).
They are musicians for
the Mt. Moriah Bapt.
Church; New Bellevue Male
Chorus; St. Luke Seraphims
and the Ellis Grove Youth
Choir.
The event will be held
'ept. 12, 1971 at 3 p.m Mrs.
Josephine Sanders is Chair:Man and the Rev. Melvin C.
Smith is Pastor.
Guests for the occasion
•
sill be• Sherley Singers;

Donations for all guest
attending the banquet is
$10.80.
Proceeds from the Banquet
will be used to further the
work of the First Episcopal
ProDistrict's Expansion
gram in the State of Tennessee Under this program
many churches and parsonages have been purchased
built, remodeled and renovated.
Bishop B. Julian Smith
First
presides over the
Episcopal D i strict which
comprises the State of Tennessee and Arkansas.
If you wish to contribute
to this worthy cause please
call the First Episcopal D3striet Headquarters at VS
N'ance Avenue. The telephone
number is 5254929. 51 al'e
check payable to the Jackson-Memphis-Tennessee Conference.

Both musicians are wellknown in the City. Mrs.
Wilma Alexander has been
a musician for Mt. Moriah
for more than 25 years. Mr.
Harry Walker has been director mid pianist for 8
has
years. Mr. Walker
taught by Mrs. Alexander.
choirs are invited.

Attention Churches
news from church
The Tri-State Defender seeks all
their various
organizations wishing publicity for
the polies of this
be
not
shall
Ii
functions
social
'duals or groups
paper to Ii v a charge till indiv
publicity Our resuch
lor
n
publicatio
seeking
aced whenever
quest is that news be typed double-sp
lly illegible.
possible as handwriting is occasiona
of each
Thursday
by
submitted
and that copy be
of individuals
week for the next edition. Pictures
also at no charge
or ,small groups are welcomed
ce. We
and will be used at the earliest convenien
of any copy
return
or
n
publicatio
guarantee
cannot
the
or pictures, but we will try to serve you ...
rovemunity .
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Dedicating Holy ground...
M.B.
Participating in ground-breaking ceremonies for the Barron Heights
HuntsChurch, were Rev. Carl Johnson. Bro. .1. W. Owens, Bro. Cleveland

MOST COMPLETE
SUPER MARKETS
MIDTOWN
SOUTH
1620 MADISON

111N CLOSEDSUNDAY
OPEN 241)
your Cash Register Receipts.

This celebration is one of
several pre-Annual W it men's Day events which is
scheduled for October 10.
It is also to celebrate the
addition of the new $10.000
annex to the church, which
was donated by funds and
members of the church.

Be sure to save

S6,000 per week available for your favorite charity!

Prices in the ad effective noon, Sept. Bits. midnight thee
Sept. IS. We reserve the right to limit quantities. None
sold to dealers.

HAMBURGER
Patties
or
more
pkg.
31b.
lb. 63*

fresh ground

SMUCKERS Apple BIk. Raspberry
Apple Grape
Apple Strawberry
4-TOTAL LIMIT
Apple Blkberry
DIXIE BELLE ENRICHFD

SALT
MEAT

POP CORN

2 LB. BAG

8-LIMIT 15-0Z.

TWIN PET

DOG FOOD 4/27*
HI C

46-0Z

DRINKS

28*

The Annex will be dedicated to Mrs. Faye Jones
Veasey, who Was instrumental in obtaining kitchen
equipment for the church.

150
1-LB. BOX

2-LIMIT 4-THIN CRISPY PKG.
CHUN KING CHICKEN

4-LIMIT 8-OZ.

25*

18-0Z.-

SALTINE CRACKERS

first cut Lb. 115

POPSRITE

25*

JELLY

SACRAMENTO

PORK & 2/25*
BEANS

gr
(10

Dinner will be served from
noon to 7 p.m. and climax
with a special pro grate
planned for 8 p.m.

5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)

VAN CAMP

Pi
Ts

A.M.E.
The Providence
Church will hold an all-daybanquet on Saturday. Sept.
11 in the newly renovated
annex of the church.

EAST

TOMATOE 3/25*
6-LIMIT 8-OZ.
SAUCE

CONTEST

All day
banquet

MID-SOUTH'S FINEST

1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE
(WHITEHAVEN)

BABY
man. Rev. Partee Peppers. Bro. James Brown, Rev. Grant Washington,
Bra. Henry Peppers, Bro. Willie Fields, and Bro. Napoleon McNeil.

DINNERS FOR 2 (BEG.974 49
271/40Z*
.

center cut Lb.290
CHOICE

Providence Church invites
all friends, neighbors and
former members to share
in this occasion for a slight
donation fee of $1.00.

Hold Woman's Day...
Annual Women's Day was observed at Lake Grove Baptist
Church, Sunday. Aug. 29. Leona Foster was crewned
Queen and Mrs. Emma Louie was second prize winner.
Shown from left to right are Mrs. Rosie Perry, Mrs., Ruby
Swindler, Mrs. L. Foster, Mrs. Margie Lee, and Mrs.
Emma Louie. Mrs. Emma Washington is chairman, Mrs.
Ethel Williams co-chairman and Mrs. Amanda Blackwell
was the speaker. Rev. V. B. Brown is Pastor.

AJAX LAUNDRY DETERGENT

Cubed
Steaks

51.89

FAMILY SIZE 10 LBS, 11 OZ.
1 LIMIT
MORTON HOUSE

1-18.$1.19

24 0Z.

BEEF STEW

FRESH PORK •
STEAKS

55*
lb OZ. CAN

OAK'S

CHOPPED HAM

LB 530

69*

GRAPE or ORANGE
KELLY'S

15 OZ. CAN

16-0Z. BTL.

WISHBONE

CENTER CUT CHUCK OR
SHOULDER CLOD U.S.D.A.
HEAVY

59*
DRESSING
Beef 89* NEW WELCH'S COCKTAIL CRANBERRY
HORMEL'S
st lb.
Roa
spAm 12-0Z. 59*
SAUCE IT.4150

CHILI

29*

WITH BEANS

VEG TABLE SHORTENING

ITALIAN

LEAN AND MEATY

KRAFT MAC.& CHEESE

SNOWDRIFT 790 Neck misi
1-LIMIT 42-0Z. CAN
Bones 30LB.
'
BOX

GT

LADY BETTY

PRUNE JUICE 45*

SAVE FREDMONTESIL"

$2.99

Fred Montesi

U.S.D.A. FRESH

Pure Pork
Sausage

FRYERS

2 Lb. Bag

FRED MONTESI

EGGS

CUT UP LB.33ep

790
•
'a
•

FRED MONTESI

GRADE A,
all-white, infertile
Large 2 doz.

VI

e

a

e

EGGS
GRADE A, all-white,
infertile.

'Pk 012/39*

DINNERS

.
a
:
1,
a

Large 2 doz.

4

9*cki

altional our
With coupon and $5.00
ratio of coupon merchan
Toranti-freeze.
products,
(Ilse (Fresh milk
In Complikeys and tobacco also secluded
owe with state law.) Coupon expires

cha, excluding

Wednesday n000- Sept- 15fh•
Walk
One Coupon Mir ramily ref

:
lit
II,
if
6
It
a

0I'l'ON,-.-,---..—..,-,,i

•
a
verIPISPIIPAPP C

MEDIUM 2 DOZ.

•

medium 2 doz.

Fashion-minded ladies...
Here the members of the Salem Giltield Baptist Church
planning comniittee get together to discuss plans to their
upcoming fashion show. The members are: (left to right),
Mrs. Helen Waterford, Mrs. Lillie Lockett, Mrs. Annie Mae
Wrenn, Mrs. Ida Mae Cain, Mrs. Atee Williams, Mrs. Ester
Beverly, Mrs. Sedonia Rimmer, Mrs. Fannie Mae

Hams, Mrs. Bernadine Clark, Mrs. Leah Harvy, Mrs. Vivian Washington, Rev. L. A. Wakgield (pastor), Miss Au;
netta Hamilton, Mrs. Lula Webb, Miss Amantha Steelei.
Mrs. Zelphia Rentz, Mrs. Jackie Staten, and Mrs. A.
Harvey.

,
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French teacher
eyes Doctorate
Mrs. Yvonne B. Hooks, a
teacher of Advanced Place
ment French at Central
High School has been grant
ed a sabbatical leave from
the Memphis City School,
System to enter the Doctoral
Program at the University ()I
Tennessee at Knoxville.

TV
RENTALS
Black — White
Free Delivery Free Pick Up
No Credit Needed

BRINK'S
TV RENTALS
327-5428

'

.....
BAN( RFa^,
WORK t.r to0E

$880
"66 fiAGB
'68 GTO auto air. $980
'68 MONTEGO HT $680
$280
'62 Ford
'68 Gal. 500 HT . $1580
$580
'65 Cadillac Cony
'68 Oldsmobile 98 HT . . .
$1675
1lM MCDONALD
MOWS. CO

Twice as Golden...

State University in Ft. Collins, Colo., Memphis State
University and the University of Tennessee.

Mrs. Hooks leave wa,
granted after tier return
during the summer from the
Educational Testing Offices

Color Portables

test at the insistence of
The past two months have
nestly. "Thell I just feel
singer), envisions a millionfriends, They captured secconvinced Gracie, who had
good all over. But I still
seller record as part of the
ond prize and an interesting
decided upon a career as a
would like to operate my
groups' immediate future.
two years followed.
beautician, that being part of
own beauty shop. And I want
"Then I'll know we're good,"
Their mother, who bears
a vocal unit offers unique
to sing gospel one day too,
she say, "real good.'
proud testimony to their
fringe benefits.
•
just like my father (now
Until that golden moment,
tuneful ability, met Della
"The feeling I have about
she'll have to settle for the
deceased) did "
Reese when the singer was
styling hair is nothing like
Esther, who alternates her
word of veteran peers with
making a hometown appearthe feeling I get when I'm
chosen career by the hour
twice their years and foreance and convinced her to
singing," she reveals earsight
(first tirade teacher, dancer
grant her daughters an audience. Miss Reese gave a
listen, was impressed and
suggested
Mrs. Ridgeway
contact Ted White, under
whose management another
Detroit talent
— Aretha
Franklin — soared to musical
stardom.
The receiving line grew.
White brought the girls to
the attention of the record
world's Gene Chandler
Chandler, in turn, began
studio work on arrangements
which will appear on the LIB
Bugs debut album, due for
release later in the year.
Having been reared in a
city famed for its music
makers, the Luv Bugs have
been championed in their
pursuits by no lesser pop
artistry than member:, of the
Temptations, Martha Reeves,
Stevie Wonder, Edwin Starr,
the Sweet Inspirations et al.
What is their reaction to
the
rewarding
reputation
they're establishing?
All smiles. And, of course,
more oohs and aahs.
"Thi:, has been the happiest year of my life," discloses Gloria. "The more
people we meet, the nicer
It's a golden achievement for both the
brothers, Roy, Ras and Frank MunnIngs
they are. It really makes you
sunny Bahamas and four Bahamian
and their cousin, Fred Henfield. Shown
want to try hard to do your
musicians whose combo "The Beginning
proudly exhibiting their Golden Discs ta
best. 'lye always dreamed
of being a top entertainer, of the End" has been awarded the coveted
E. John Deleseaux, Director of Adminisand now with work and deGolden Disc for the sale of over a million
tration and Industry Relations for the
termination, it just may copies of their "Funky Nassau" single,
Ministry of Tourism, are Ray Moaning*
happen."
The t a le is te d group comprises three
(lent and brother Roy (center).

There's something to be
said about a summer that
produces excitement by the
day for three young residents
of Detroit's black community. "Oooh" may not cover
it, but whes expressed in
triplicate it's the rripst descriptive phrase this side of
Sweet Sixteen,
Gloria, Gracie and Esther
Ridgeway — a talented trio
who blend vocal and kindred
harmony as the Luv Bugs —
have not stopped °oohing
and oohing since June.
They've had good reason.
In addition to a long stretch
of school vacation, they were
selected
to perform for
Detrolt's Dept. of Parks and
Recreation mobile showca'ae,
which wheeled the best of the
town's talent to performing
sites at the inner regions of
the ciity.
Enthusiasm also surrounded a trek to New York where
the Luv Bugs won the Apollo
Theatre amateer contest one
night, and were featured in
a special -production at the
Copacabana the following
day.
A, any dues paying performer will attest, the Apollo
and Cops have long been
legended as the Alpha and
Omega of the show business
industry. And rarely, if ever,
does a mere 24 hours separate the ascendance from
one to the other.
But even at the incredible
ages of 12 (Esther), 14 (Gracie) and 16 (Gloria), the Luv
Bugs are fast becoming accustomed to sudden surges
toward the sweet sound of
success.
The show of recognition began in 1969, when the girls
entered their first talent eon-

at Princeton, N.J. She served as one of the three high
school teachers in Advanced
Placement French appointed
by the Director, Dr. Harlan
Hansen.
Mrs. Hooks and other
French teachers from various universities throughout
the country were responsible
for grading 2,400 essays and
tapes bar proficiency demonstrated h y hi gh school
French students for the purpose of receiving college
credit.
An honor graduate from
Booker T. Washington High
School, Mrs. Hooks received
a B.A. degree in Modern
Languages wi th honors
Fisk University in
from
Nashville. At Fisk she was
Who's
Who
selected to
Among Students in American Colleges and Universities. She received her M.A.
degree in French from Columbia University in New
York City. She has done post
graduate studies at Colorado

•
•
•

How tosave
on utility bills widget
morgforyourmoney

Mrs. Hooks served as Foreign Language Demonstration Teacher for the Memphis City Schools; Chairman
of French teachers, for
Memphis City Schools;
Chairman of the Language
Departments at
Douglass
and Central High Schools;
Chairman of the Modern
Language teachers of West
Tennessee Education Association; a Foreign Language
Consultant for the In-Service training programs in the
Memphis City Schools, and
a supervisory teacher • of
French. Spanish and Latin
for LeMoyne-Owen College,
Tennessee State University,
Memphis State University
and Southwestern at Memphis.
This past summer, Mrs.
Hooks was appointed as
Area Director of the Central
Area of the Memphis City
Schools in the ESAP Tab-8
Project which was primarily
concgrned with communication and stabilization of the
communities of the school
system.
Mrs. Hooks has given
much of her time to public
service; she is a past president of the Memphis Alumni Chapter of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, Inc., during
which
time she
headed
many community service
projects. She is a member
of the Board of Directors of
the Leath Street Day Care
Center. She is the daughter
of the Rev. and Mrs. P.E.
Brooks of Memphis.

5.Leaving town?Cut back the
heat. Turn offair condttioning.
You cart help pay for the trip with the money
you save. In winter, turn hack your thermostat
as far as it will go. In summer, turn
the air conditioning to "Off."

11.Turn offlights.
411!
When L13J started flipping off the
lights at the White House, a lot of
people laughed. But the truth is, it's
a good way to save on your utility
bill and cut down on power waste.

2

.Run your dishwasher only
when you have a full load.

This will save on both
electricity and water. If
your water heater Is gal
fired, it'll save on your gas
bill too. And it's a good
way to keep dirty dishes
separated from clean
ones. Just use the
dishwasher as a storage
area until there's a full
load. It'll also save on
your sewer charge.

.z, .mripy, IF
.1 ,1,1a
di
..
_I

L1

3.Don't leave

your refrigerator or freezer open.
It's easy to do. And before
you know it, You're in the
habit of it. Refrigerators
and freezers have to run
extra time to regain coWess
,11_,lost while a door is open.

SUPERIOR QUALITY—tOW /Pia— UNIXCILLID
WORKMANSHIP—EASIEST TERMS—QUICK SERVICE
ERIE ESTIMATES WITHOUT OILIGATIOH

1V,
n
,
111' 4.
or
. ..".116
.... ,

WINDOW
TREATMENTS
•
•
•
•

ASSORTED.
HEM STYLES
VARIETY OF TRIMS

Venetian Blinds
Vertical Blinds
Austrian Shades
Decorative Wood
Shades
Floor Coverings
Rugs Room Size.
Carpet
Bath Room Carpets
Linoleum
Inlaid Vinyl
iroll Tile

WILLIAMS

i

. .-- 111I
4.

Custom Tailored

Stop dripping
faucets.

SHOP AT HOME. WE WILL
BRING SAMPLES AT YOUR
tow
CONVENIENCE.
PRICES. SEE US BEFORE
YOU BUY.

A leak no bigger
than a pencil line can
cost you nearly 880 a sear. Plus a sewer charge
for getting rid of if. Plus electricity or gas, if
It's the hot water faucet.

SERVICES OF OUR
INTERIOR
DECORATOR
ARE YOURS FOR
THE ASKING.

turn heat down
6.At night,conditioning
up
or air

five degrees.
You'll never notice the
difference, except on your
utility bill. In winter, an extra
blanket is added warmth
at a bargain price if.
you need it. In summer, the
house will stay cool most nights.

your ductwork.
Make sure your ductwork is tightly installed if
you're buying a new home. Make sure i; hasn't
come loose if your home is an older one. If yott
can stick a pencil lead in a duct joint, you're losing
hot or cool air and paying for it on your bill.

10.Run full loads in your
7
.Check your insulation.
Adequate insulation will pay for
itself time and time again,
winter and summer If you're
buying a home, demand
six inches in the ceiling
and three inches In
the walls. But even
if you are not,
investigate adding
some in the
attic.

8.

Buy heating and
cooling equipment
ofadequate size.
The longer equipment
has )
t o operate, the more
fuel it uses and the
higher your utility bill.
If your present system is
inadequate, check on
enttteair
ebrutuYiipn'
a
menuPt Pfokrabe
results at lower cost.

Every little bit of electricity, gas and water you save,saves
on your utility bill. And it helps our electric system in
summer, our gas system in winter, our water system the
year-round. It means TVA doesn't have to generate the
power except when you really need it and want it. It
saves high-priced coal and avoids a little air pollution.
Every bit you don't use is that much of our country's

A

9.Check

washer and dryer,except
for permanentpress.
416
11
If you can get by with
one run, instead of 10:140%;tA i
two, you've saved
electricity, water,
and some sewer
charge. Of course,
permanent press
should be iaundered
separately and with
*)11:41
plenty of room in the ,
. vi000000/
w
and drs er. Also, II
stains should be removed as
soon as possible. Otherwise, load up and save.

11.Ifyou have a question,call
our home economists
or climate engineers.
They are trained and are hero
to help you. Our home economists
.528-454S) keep up with the
latest in home appliances,
kitchen and laundry
planning, and home
lighting. Our engineers
528-4141) consult with
heating and air conditioning
contractors and visit new homes under
construction every day. They'll check your plans to
build or remodel. Free. Use them.

natural resources there for you to use tomorrow, when
you may really need it.
Use all you want—but only what you need--seneibly.

MEMPHIS LIGHT, GAS AND WATER DIVISION
Building the groundwork for betterliving

to
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ACROSS
I. Stripa

I

5

/

I

12

0

3

10

II

TV PREVIEW

HENRY

13

4. Participate

MOVIES

i

/. Spit:let's hem*

MONDAY TARE FRIDAY

I.1

12. Frore• irate,

• 'UUU111

13. Merritd uremia

ill
i.s

14. Miss Grirdne•

II

IS. In spite of
17. taliary rocio1Ks,

TV Chapel
Today
Today Mid-South
Today 060.
Today In Memphis
8.30 Today Show
9:00 Romper Room
9:30 Concentration
10:00 Sale Of Century
..d Mottoes
1030 1-1.
1:490 Jes,pardy
11:90 Why, What or Where
New.
On-Scene
12:00
12:30 Three,f3n A Match
1:00 Day• Of Lives
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Another World
2.30 Bright Promise
3:00 Somerset
3'30 High Chaparral
4 30 H•sel
500 On-Scene News
0:55
7.00
7.25
7,30
8:25

33

3i

19. Raps lightly
20. Journals

24. Flutter

Jail.
a
a

25. Rribbas

40. 11ig14• r

21. G;ve light
23. Sleeteleis
garments

.,,

7. Concerwmg

27. Unequal *mos
29. Woods

26. Toworal

43. Alnee

I. Runs aw•y from

20. Malt liar ar•ge

M. In tliet place

9. Rouses from
sleep

29. Disctiargat• gun

40. Sailor

30. Marry

47. Boy. niclimm•

10.

31.

Myself

32. Harbors
-33. Group of
musicians
34.fsio,
35. Dissolves

41. Saturates
49. Secret agent
DOWN

UI

re

Always

30. Money POI..

32.

33. R:nging device

11. Food fish

34. Cooked in onee

16. Winder gloss

35 lurrourosg
•nirnals

10. Sig rnookeys
20. Pools

I. Aust;on oifer

36.

Whirl

37. Apple center

21. Moyed in water

2. Playing cerd

31. Dusky

27. Hee Itity

3. Uneasy

36. Weiohing

40. Oolong

4. Pilfer

23. Smell wheeled
v•Inclm

41. Weelen

36. Toy baby

5. Strikes

25. Employs

43. Attempt

39. Nudges

6. 1-14.!

26. Portable lodge

45. Cry of surywrs•

Heykes

SUNDAY
SEPT. tO
7.15 Television Chapel
7:20 Mies Game & Fish
7:30 The Lewis Family
825 Religious New.
8:30 The Florida Boy•
9:30 The Olga Mays Show
10 00 5Iagicland
10 30 °rambling Football
11:30 Spook Murphy ,
12.00 AFC Football
5:30 NBC Sunday News
6 00 On The Scene News
6:30 The Won. Weld Drs.
7.30 Jimmy Stewart
:00 Bonanza
9:00 The Bold Ones
10:00 On-the-Scene News
10:30 Pace To Face
11 .30 Hitchcock
12.00 Final News A;
Weather

Long staff

On Your Radio Dial
AM STATIONS
KSUD
KWAM
WD1A
WHBQ
WHER (ABC)
WEAK
WMC (NBC)
W M PS
WMQM

DIAL
no
990
1070

560
1430

1340
790
680
1480

WPIP
WREC (CBS)
WTNN
FM STATIONS
KLYX
WCBC
WIIBQ
WN1C
V4.31PS
WREC
WTCV

1590
600
1280
DIAL
101.1
91.1
105.9
99.7
97 1
107..7
104.5

11111111••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
010.101111N

LIMU MGM Eli
CAB MEMO E
GOVENED UEE
MOE MEM
EMCEE
E
i
r
V.: DU COME Er
El MOUE EVE
UWE= EDE
3 d ES MOM
J'd In e ck OMB
s71rNi-r-v j ummump
S EOM Ecal
.A°
Llg EEO= MEE

Buy U. S.
Savings
Bonds

STARTS MONDAY,SEPTA

MALGO

2etto MEW,. 5

Channel Five is taking charge of
6:30 PM. And we re filling it with
a rich assortment of television
treats-comedy,drama, music,
games and variety.6:30 on tv 5.
Every night of the week.

HOROSCOPE
LEO ,Jui 24 • Aug 231: A problent
191. A
AQI,tRIUS .Jan 21
quiet phase is indicated. Take ad- concerning those close to you will
vantage at it for you need more need priority. There may be some
rest You may have • message or a bickering over the matter. Don't be
telephone call asking for your help too 'hard on those involved, as there
may be tensions you're not aware
111 an important matter.
of.
PISCES' (Feb 20 - Mar 201. Nervous
VIRGO (Aug 24 • Sep 231: Most
tension is likely in the home, but
goans are very good with the
this phase will pass as you get into young, and today could involve you
tour stride Be kind to a younger in activities concerning children. The
person who has a variety of troubles.
signs indicate that you could be at
ARIES (Mar 21 - Apr 20.: Corcross-purposes with someone else over
respondence promises to be more enan Important matter.
tertaining than usual, but be careLIBRA tSep 24 - Oct 23): A difful how you answer one letter. Someday is indicated. but you can
ficult
than
it
into
more
one Inay read
your problems. Your
You will be delighted easily overcome
5., intend
of someone else may be sought.
opinion
when an old acquaintance gets in don't be too definite. A good tim•
touch with you.
tor social activities.
TAURUS (Apr 21 - May 211. The
S('ORPIO iOct 24 - Nov 221, Act
signs point to a good day fir Taurus firmly in matters concerning others,
subjects. Your opinion will be respect- this is a time for decisions, not comMget
yourself
let
ed. but don't
promise. Try to keep a clear view
Nolyed in a lengthy discussion on a of things.
difficult matter.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 23 - Dec 201,
GEMINI (May 22 - Jun 21o: You You may feel the need of more time
may have the chance to meet a very to yourself in order to think clearly
unusual person. who may turn out about a certain problem. A very good
to be all you Cali. There Is • friendship may have its beginnings
promise of a break in routine for you. In a slight mishap on this date.
• and this could be exciting
CAPRICORN (Dec 21 • Jan 201: A
CANCER (Jun 22 - Jul 231: Don't change of plans may annoy you, but
, rely on someone else to get you they'll work out much better than you
Be kind to one person
.001 of a tricky situation. Someone anticipated
may try to worry you into agreeing who gets left out of far too many
Avoid activities - it will repay you.
' with a plan you don't like
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY: The year
'trouble and say a firm •No.• Money
matters will repay care and anen- will start smoothly. Take advantage
of this to get routine tasks finished.
t tion
Quite soon you will be caught up In
1 a whirl of activity. Romantic indica. irons are strong, but your relations
with others may be temporary. You'll
!need time to think by the end of the
, but the period look, good.
yea

LAST 6 DAYS

DAISY:

2-4-6-8-10

THEY PLAYA IUN
WITH MURDER AND
.WITH MEN!

52r005.;,

‘' The mob wanted
Harlem back.
They got Shah...
up to here.

hi

1.

MONDAY

0:30

4 .011',
J1A,

Let's make a Deal

1110

6:30

DRAGNET
THURSDAY

0:30

018/11

RR,

G

No One,1
1
Under
Unless
With Parent

SHAFT:his name.
SHAFT'S hisgame.

Summer Semester
r
n:
5:45
,bov.e Kt:1:d
.
A
7 15 ,pt
7:50 Good Morning
50 News

6.15

9
9 30 Beverly Hillbillies
10.00 Family Affair
10:30 Love Of Life
The Heart Le
11:00 When
11:30 Search For
Tomorrow
12:00 News
12:30 World Turn.
. .
1,00 Love Is
I :30 Guiding Light
2:00 Secret Storm
2,30 Edge Of Ntght
3:00 Gower Pyle
3:30 Earle .
1 10".
5:00 News
530 Walter Cronkite
SUNDAY
SEPT. II
6:58 Sign On
7:00 Summer Semeater
7:30 Bongs Of Praise
8,00 Torn And Jerry
830 Groovy Goalies
9:00 Day Of Dlecovery
9:30 Look Up And Live
10:00 Camera Three
10:30 Face The Nation
11:00 The Monroca
12:03 Early: Movie
2:00 Pinpoint
2:30 U.S. Open Tennis
Championships
5.00 News
5:30 News
.00 Lassie
6:30 Animal World
700 Special
8:00 Football
10:30 News
10 45 Late Movie
12 - 30 Miss State Play Backs
1.00 With This Ring
1:15 News And Weather
1:20 Sign Off

MONDAY
SEPT. IS
6 00 NBC Nightly News
6 30 Let's Make A Deal
7,00 Laugh-In
800 Monday Night Movie
10:00 News
10:30 The Tonight Show
12:00 News And Weather
12:05 TV Chapel
TUESDAY
SEPT. 14
6,00 NBC Nightly News
6.30 Ironside
Serge
7:30
8:30 The Fnnny Side
9:30 Doctor In House
10:00 On.the.Scene News
10:30 The Tonight Show
Weather
12.00 News And
12.05 TV t'hapel
WEDNESDAY
SEPT. IS
6 30 Dragnet
7.00 Adam-12
7:30 Mystery Moyle
9 00 Night Oallery
10.00 On-the-Scene News
10:30 The Tonight Show
Weather
1200 News And
12 05 TV chapel
THURSDAY
SEPT. 16
6 30 David Frost
7.00 Flip Wilson
8:00 Nichols
9.00 Dean Martin
16:00 On-the-Scene Newa
10:30 The Tonight Show
Weather
12:00 News And
12:55 TV Chapel
FRIDAY
SEPT. 117
8.30 Lancer
7.30 World Premier Mole
9.30 The D.A.
10:00 On-the-Scene News
10:30 The Tonight Show
12.00 Midnight Movie
SATURDAY
SEPT. 111
11:55 TV Chapel
7:00 Dr. Dolittle
7:30 Woody Woodpecker
8:00 Deputy Dawg
830 Pink Panther
9:00 Barrier Reef
9.30 Take A Step
10:30 The Bugaloos
11:00 Mr. Wisard
11:30 Talent Showcase
12:00 Larry Hane
1330 Swing Shift
100 Baseball
4:00 Rhodes Show
4:30 Wilburn Bros.
5.00 Porter Wagoner Shaw
5:30 Nashville Music
6:00 News
6:30 Primus
7:00 Partners
7.30 The Good Life
8,00 Saturday Night Movie
10:00 On The Scene News
10:30 TV-5 Movie
1200 Final News Ar Weal!:'.

MONDAY
SEPT. 13
6.30 To Tell The Truth
7 .00 Ounsmoke
8 00 Here's Lucy
8:30 Doris Day Show
9:00 Arnie
9.30 All In The ninny
10:00 Ten O'Clock Nose.
10:30 Late Movie
/2:00 News And Weather
12:05 Sign Off
TUESDAY
SEPT. 14
6 30 Glen Campbell Show
7 30 Hawaii Five-0
8.30 Cannon
9:30 Monte Nash
10:00 Ten O'Clock News
10:30 Late Movie
12:00 Newa And Weather
12 -05 Sign Off
WEDNESDAY
SEPT. IS
6 00 I Love Lucy
6.30 To Tell The Truth
7 00 Caiol Burnett Show
8.00 Medical Center
900 Mannix
10:00 Ten O'Clock News
10,30 Late Movie
12,00 News And Weather
12:05 Sign Off
THURSDAY
SEPT. 16
6.30 To Tell The Truth
7:00 Big Wheels
8:00 Thursday Night Movie
10.00 Ten O'clock News
10:30 Late Movie
12:00 News And Weather
12:05 Sign Oft
FRIDAY
SEPT. 57
6:30 To Tell The Truth
7.00 The Chicago Teddy
Bears
7'30 O'Hara U.S. Treasure
8.30 CBS Friday Night
Movie
10:00 Ten O'clock News
1030 Late Movie
12:00 Johnoy Stott Show
12:30 News
12:35 Sign Off
SATURDAY
SEPT. 18
6:30 Beaver
7.00 Bugs Bunmr
730 Scooby Doo
800 Globetrotters
8.30 The Hair Bear Bunch
9:00 Pebbles And Bum Bain
9. 30 Archie's
10:00 Sabrina
10:30 The Pussycata
It 00 The Monitees
11:30 You Are There
1200 CBS Film Festival
1:00 5fid South Talent
Revue
2:00 Early Movie
4.00 Wild Kingdom
4:30 Perry Mason
5,30 News
6.00 Hee Haw
7.00 My Three Sons
7.30 Funny Face
8:00 Dick Van Dyke Show
8'30 Mary Tyler Moore
Show
9:00 Mission Impossible
10:00 Ten O'Clock News
10:30 Late Movie
12:00 Award Theatre
1.30, News And Weather
1:35 Sign Off

CRONSG 10 1:11STRICTIOULECIEDDLE

MOB: 12.45-3,45-6.50-9,50
DESPERADOS: 205-5:05-11:10

(Starting Sept. 13)
1461118810ir
TBU. - PHI.
(saw as daily
except for changes)
Ninterogers
Reading (4)
8:45 Jr. High Science
Reading (5)
9:15 Art (5, 6)
S. Studies
9:35 Art (4)
(5, 6)
10:30 Jr. Hi Sc. (r)
Science
11:00 Primary Arts
What's New
12:30 Art (5,0 r
Sciencen
12:50 Science (1,2) r
Science 6
1:15 Jr. Si Sc. Cr)
Science 3
Primary Arts (r)
Sesame Street 1:45
2:15 Jr. Hi Sc. (0
Music 11
Music 4
Music 6
Muaic 2, 3)
Science (1, 2)
Art (3)
Lit. (1, 2)

- TUES.

BY
ISAAC
HAYES
tJSiC

8:15
8:45
9:05
9:25

G M Pmenti 'SHAFT' Sr.., RICHARD ROUNDTREE Co•Scroire 5905E5 GUNN
DOMAN svi JOHN 01ERACK URI Y.,Ow rowelIN
SE.006, 6,
ERNEST DDYMAN- Mina by ISAAC HAYES feidwrigthy JOEt FREEMAN

cerlEsT

FREE PARKING DAILY

David Frost Revue
FRIDAY

6:30 LaNCeR

9:40
10:00
10:30
10:50
11:10
11:30
12:30
12:50
1:10
1:30
1:50
2:10
2:30

SATURDAY

6:30 Prirmis
0:30

DAVE SMITH
12A.M.- 3A.M.
"The Nighthawk"
on the Prowl

Solid Soul
riere

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1070
24 Hours

6:50 Devotional
7:00 Cartoon

Time
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6
5
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5
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ig 0055,0
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e
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2
Password
3:00
Oilligan's Island
N .Newe
( ttne
B
Eye
5:00,
4:30
EI
0InI
SUNDAY
6.53 Black History
7:00 Science Action
7:30 Church
8:00 Southern Church
8:30 Chriet Ix Answer
0:00 Herald Of Truth
9:30 Oral Roberts
Ina. Ilrg:vhdut
s
5s
00
:430
110:
100
iieort

1
12:30
12:
3.00 Alcoholism
4:00 Sunday Showcase
6 00 Lawrence Welk
7:00 The FBI
8:00 Movie
ye
0 v`lio,ut StromrLlf
1:00
110
10:30 Eyew1tneas News
12 00 Issues And Answers

EVENING
MONDAY

EVENING

EVENING

SIAIE McBAIN JACKSDN
PAM
10:6$
McCORMACK HAGEN

IRONSIDE
WEDNESDAY

.THE

MINI-SKIRT
MOB" COLOR

TUESDAY

8:30

4

WHBQ-TV
CHANNEL 13

WREC•TV
CHANNEL 3

WMC-TV
CHANNEL 5

20

How's that for sound...
WASHINGTON: Conductor Leonard Bernstein plays a
katoo during a rehearsal of the cast of "Mass" at the Ken.
the Center this evening, Wednesday, Sept. A at 7:30 p.m.
by Bernstein and will conduct at the formal opening of
the Center this evening, Wednesday, Sept. 9 at 7:30 p.m.

. Prof.
B71e
Nr&
N 7: 0 D
6
7 30 Monday Night Movie
10 00 Eyewitness News
10,30 Bill Dance
11 00 Sports Challenge
11:30 Dick Cavett
1:00 Nightcap News
TUESDAY
SEPT. 14
6,30 Mod Squad
7.30 Movie
900 Marcus Welby
10:30 Buspenee Theater
10 30 Wild Wild West
11 ,30 Dick Cavett
WEDNESDAY
SEPT. IS
.00 Daniel Boone
7.00 Be wiltcher
0.00 Eddie's Father
730
Smith Family
.00 Shirley id•cLaine
030
Man And The City
10:00 Eyewitness News
1030 Wild Wild West
11 30 Dick Cavett
1 00 Nightcap New•
THURSDAY
6 30 Allan ESmith10And Jones
8 00 Longstreet
9 00 Owen Marshall
30 Eyewitness News
0 00
10
,
Wild Wild West
11 30 Dick Cavell
I 00 Nightcap News
YRIDAI
SEPT. 17
6 00 Daniel Boone
700 Brady Bunch
7.30 Partridge Family
8 00 Room 222
8.30 Odd Couple
9.00 Lore American Style
10.00 Eyewitness News
10:30 Wild Wild West
11 ,00 Sports Challenge
11 ,30 Dick Ca vett
1:00 Nightcap New•
SATURDAY
SEPT. 11
SATURDAY
7 00 Jerry Lewis
7.30 Roadrunner
8.00 Funky Phantom
8:30 Jackson Five
9:00 Three Stooges
9.30 Lidsville
113:00 Curiosity Sitp
11:00 Little Rascals
11:30 Lancelot Link
12.00 Talent Party
1:00 Wrestling
2.00 Wide World Of Sports
330 Texas no U.C.L.A.
7:00 Bobby Sherman
7.30 Movie Of The Weekend
9.00 Persuaders
10:00 Eyewitnese New.
10.30 Roller Derby
11:30 Fantastic Features

WKNO-TV
Channel 10
SUNDAY
SEPT. II
I 00 Toy That Grew Up
2:00 The Big Picture
2,30 The Standwells
300 Navy Film Of The
Week
230 Insight
4:00 Westminister Abbey
5:00 The Brain
6:00 Main Street
6130 Bookbeat
7 -00 Evening At Pops
8:00 Masterpiece Theatre
9-00 Fanfare
MONDAY
SEPT. 13
2:00 Nobody But Yourself
2'30 Journey
3'041 Team Teaching With
Television
3.30 Far Eastern Arts
4'00 What's New
4:30 Sesame Street
5,30 Misterogers' Neighbor
6.00 Team Teaching With
TV
6 - 30 Channel 10 Travels
7:00 World Press
8.00 Realities
•
9'00 Workshop for Teachers
9 30 Memphis City School.
TUESDAY
SEPT. 14
000 Nobody But Yourself
2.30 Eight Steps To
Excellence
3:00 Primary Science
3:30 Music On Television
1 00 What's New
4 30 Sesame Street
5.30 Misterogers' Neighbor t
6 00 Primary Science
6:30 Channel 10 Travels
7.00 Perspectives On
Violence
8:00 Thirty Minutes With
8 30 Artists in America
9:00 The Brain
WEDNESDAY
SEPT. 15
2.00 Nobody But Yourself
2 - 30 Journey
3 00 The Playground
3.30 Memphis City Schools
4:00 What's New
430 Sesame Street
5 30 Misterogers' Neighbor
6 00 The Playground
aw..
6.30 Channel 10 Travels
7.00 The French Chet
7 - 30 Boboquiv•ri
800 Firing Lire
900 The Mach Ring
THURSDAY
SEPT. IS
2:00 Nobody But Yourself w"
2.30 Journey
3.00 Fifth Grade Music
3 30 Workshop for Teachers
4 00 What's New
430 Seeame Street
5:30 MIsterogera' Neighbor
6:00 Fifth Grade Music
6.30 Channel 10 Travel,
7.00 Washington Week In
Review
7:30 Insight
8.00 MaM Street
8:30 Book Beat
900 WestmlnIster Abbey
FRIDAY
SEPT. 17
3:00 Nobody But Yourself
2.30 Journey
3:00 W111 The Re•1 ITV
Please 13Mnd Up
7 30 Memphis City Schools
4 00 What', New
4 30 Sesame Street
5 10 MIsterogers
Nelgbor
6 05 Will The Real ITV
Please Stand Up
9.30 Channel 10 Travel.
7 00 Toy That Grew Up
II 00 NET Playhouse
30 Anatomy Of A Hit
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News 'N Photos

Will Give You More Food for
Less Money . . . . and you'll still get

LUE STA
BARTLETT

tHOLF oi a FAMILY PAK of
3 LEG QUARTERS 3 WINGS

FAMOUS COIT QUALITY

CANTALOUPES

3-BREAST QUARTERS 2-GIBLETS

FRESH STYLE PICNIC

GIANT BOLD

PORK ROAST

DETERGENT

WISCONSIN

RUSSET

20 LB
BAG

TENDER FRESH

ALL FLAVORS BANQUET

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY BEEF

BOSTON ROLL
ROAST

CREAM PIES YELLOW CORN

10 EARS

SUNNY SLOPE

EATNIORE

COUNTRY STYLE

PEACHES

SLICED
BACON

la

If

In the top photo, M e tnphians get a reminder of
what used to be . . . Grand
Central Station. Once one of
the busiest places in t h e
city, now a has-been reminder of what airplanes
have done to change
the world. IN THE SECOND PHOTO, this old
cart, once used to transport
tons of luggage every day,
now sits waiting as if to
play the role of the old
soldier that never d I e s,
just disappear into the sun
set. THIRDLY, an elderly
blind couple, depict the
mood of a lazy summer day
downtown, while the rest of
the city goes hurriedly rushing by. BOTTOM PHOTO,
shows Wilford Jones presenting the singles trophy
to Curtis Kendricks (rights)
In the South Side Park District's Tennis tourney held
last week. Margie Askew,
(not shown) took first in the
ladies' singles. (Photos by
Irving Watson)1

CLOVER VALLEY FREESTONE

PEACH
HALVES

4

FOR EXTRA
TOP VALUE STAMPS

1-LB.
13-0Z.
CANS

100v.th one 3-lb. can Kroger Coffee

TENDERLOIN 0'TROUT or

50with o.lbrs.cohrornore loCihnuck,
Sirloin
Round
„with 2 pkgs. Breakfast or
JVCenter-cut Pork Chops

with 2 pkgs. Fryer

5O Breast, Legs or Thighs

FAMILY
PAK
3 to 5-LB.

r.with 7 pkgs. Cutup
Frying Chicken
OUFr
.,withi any pkg. B-B-O
Spiced Meat
Farm
K
:ags
suuss.9
ss-aib
pF0rrkk 2
255 with
Sausage
with 1 -lb. Kentucky Farm

LB.

0

11

25with any B-oz. or 12-oz.
Kroger Sticd. Lunch Meat
with any pkg. Mrs. Weaver's Dip 12
with any pkg. Sea Pak Seefood 13
14
with any Fox Deluxe Pizza
15
with 39c or more Bananas
16
with Heed Cabbage
17
with a dozen Lemons
18
with 2 Heeds of Lettuce
19
with 5-lbs. Potato*.

••••

uiltul...,041;4.yllief.V.

„it

25
25

,

100
EXTRA

r
q

2

TOP VALUE
STAMPS
with this coupon
and 0.00 purchase,
excluding tobacco and
fresh or froz•n milk
products and in addition to any other pur.
chase requirement.
Ooed thru Tues., Sept.
le.UmIt one.

With this coupon ...na
$5.00 additional purchase. excluding tobacco and fresh or
frozen milk products.
Good thru Tuesday.
Sept 14 Limit Ono.
(SubJect to applicable
Stat• & Local Taxes).
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By BILL LITTLE
Memphis State has had its troubles in early workouts with first string quarterback Rick Strawbridge,
still hobbled with a knee injury which hasn't responded
satisfactorily to treatment. Steve Leech, who started
on offense last year for MSU, could be the quarterback
when the Tigers open in Memorial Stadium September 18 against West Texas State. Strawbridge was
moved in as the signal caller when Leech was unable
to move the team after the first few games last season.
Before fall drills got underway Coach Billy Murphy
announced that based on spring practice the quarterback job belongs to Strawbridge. Tiger fans are hopeful
that the Vernon, Alabama passer can recover to lead
MSU against the likes of Ole Miss, South Carolina,
Louisville, Utah State and Kansas State.
There was some good news from the MSU training complex last week when ex-Melrose star James
Thompson enrolled in school. Thompson, an All-Memphis Flanker for the Golden Wildcats last season,
first announced he didn't plan to play at State. This
was during the recruiting season last year when the
MSU Black Student Association charged the university
with discrimination in dealing with black athletes after
track and football star Gerald Tinker was dropped
from the track squad.
MSU later hired Eldridge "Pete" Mitchell as the
school's first black coach and accepted a list of recommendations from President C. C. Humphrey's committee for improving relationships between the staff
and all players. Mitchell coached Thompson before
leaving his post at Melrose to accept a position in
the athletic office at the Board of Education in 1969.
HOMECOMING FOR ANTWINE
It has been a long time since Memphian Houston
Antwine has played on the home soil since departin!„!
15 years ago for Southern Illinois, however, the 275
pound New England Patriot veteran tackle should pick
right up where he left off. Antwine was known for his
fierce line play when he prepped locally at Manassas
That trademark has followed the New Englander as
he has carved his niche among the great professional'
front fours.
Antwine's running mate at tackle Jim Hunt of
Prairie View gives the Patriots over 20 years of experience on defense. Antwine was picked to the All-AFL r
team four times, making the All Eastern Division
squad six times and was picked as the Pat's most
outstanding player in 1968 by the players. John Bramlett, another Memphian, was accorded the same honor
last year but when Clive Rush departed as coach ,
Bramlett was traded to Green Bay this past summer.,
Antwine is also the team's player representative. At
Southern Illinois Antwine took a fancy to wrestling
and was a NAIA champion for the Salukis. In the off
season Antwine is a sportswear representative.
The New York Jets will be out to make an impression on the Patriots' heralded Jim Plunkett. solidifying the theory that it takes three years of apprenticeship to step in as a pro quarter back. The Heisman
Trophy winner from Stanford should prove to be quite
stubborn if fullback Jim Nance can keep the Ness
Yorkers busy attempting to hold him in check. Ezell
Jones, originally signed by the Jets two years ago out
of Minnesota, will provide some of the pass blocking ,
for Plunkett and veteran Mike Taliaferro. Jones, al
Melrose grad, was an adacemic All-American with I
the Golden Gophers.
SPORTS BRIEFS
Three pre-season TSD picks appear headed for division
titles in the fast closing baseball pennant races. Vida
Blue, approaching 25 victories, has made the Oakland
Athletics a runaway winner in the American League
East. The A's are accepting playoff ticket orders.
Baltimore gave its rivals a better chance in the American League East but the Orioles' sick pitchers are
well again and that means another title for the city
of Baltimore.
The San Francisco Giants have a comfortable
lead but the Candlestick Park residents are riding
high on the rest of the league's ineptness more so
than showing a superior' team. Since the Dodgers
couldn't overtake Willie Mays and Co. when they had
their problems. the Giants look stronger now that Gay- 1
lord Perry and Juan Marichal are back on the beam.
Any resemblance of race could develop in the National League East where Pittsburgh has watched St.
Louis and Chicago make great strides. Barring a total
collapse the Pirates should hit their stride while the
Cards and Cubs eliminate themselves in their s i x
games against each other.
The Memphis Pros added two more signed contracts to the fold when Coby Dietrick and Gerald
Govan signed last week. Both reportedly received
raises. Still the Pros must ink Jimmy Jones, Bob
Warren and Craig Raymond as the training camp
date nears.

More than 1-million boys
have taken part in the program each of the past three
years. with over 7 million
participants during PP&K's
10-year history.
Registrations are being accepted through September
30th at participating Ford
dealerships throughout the
country. Registrants must
be accompanied by parent
or legal guardian. There is

no entry fee.
See your local Ford dealer
for entry information.
Punt, Pass and Kick pits
boys aged 8 through 13 only
against other boys their own
ages in tests of distance and
accuracy in passing, punting and place-kicking a football. There is no body contact during the competition
and participation doesn't impair a boy's amateur standing.
Scoring in each of the six
levels of competition is based on distance and accuracy. A boy receives one point
for every foot of distance in
punting, passing and kicking, while one point is subtracted for every foot off a
center line.
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Mrs. C.E. Jackson
Saved $5.01
On her grocery order!

Jaycees
to sponsor
TSU game
Assistant U. S. Federal
Attorney Johnnie Johnson,
Chairman of the Memphis
Junior Chamber of Commerce Classic, will be a
very busy man between now
and Sept. 25, when Tennessee State University and Alcorn A & M College and AlMemphis Memorial Stadium.
Mr. Johnson said the game
is being sponsored by the
Memphis Junior Chamber
in co-operation with MidSouth
Sports, Inc. The
Memphis J a ycee Classic
provides an opportunity to
involve the entire community in a program of national
prominence on the sporting scene.
Ile also said the Memphis
Jaycee Classic will be one
of the greatest in the History of Memphis Tennessee.
"This is the first time such
a game has taken place.
"Over 500 applications for
tickets were sent to National and local politicians."
Johnson said.
Johnson said graduates of
Tennessee State and Alcorn
dot the rosters of the Nation-

V()

JOHNNIE JOHNSON
al Football League. Whenever these schools meet, it
is an exciting clash of gridiron titans. Playing in Los
Angeles last year, for example, they drew more
than 50,000 spectators.
Ticket applications can be
had by calling 275-0853.
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We asked Mrs. Jackson to help us check
our "total savings." After she purchased
an order at Treasury food .center, we
asked her to buy an identical order, item
for item, at another supermarket.

Here are the results:

distu
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ed 2
the :

Tape Total
on Mrs. Jackson's
Grocery order at $3r

ni

Treasury ---

ly s
17-y(
tern'

died
arri%
seen

Tape Total
on Identical
order at

$40.02

"Quarterbacks are my reward," according to veteran
defensive tackle Houston Antwine of the New England
Patriots. When the Pats lock horns with the New York
Jets Sept. 10, in Memorial Stadium over 30,000 fans can
decide whether Antwine has an authenic philosophy.
Memphis is home to the 11 year veteran and there will
be plenty pulling for "Twine" to undress the Jets' quarterbacks who will be fighting for a position left vacant by
an injury to Joe Namath. Antwine, at 31 in the twilight
of a great career, is a Manassas High graduate.

Supermarket "X"

How About You?

NCAA OKs
closed TV

Can you use savings like these? Shouldn't
you be shopping and saving at the Treasury
food centers, home of every day low prices,

every item!

Says Mrs. Jackson:

"Treasury's Total Savings Program means
big savings to me!"

Ford opens
grid tests
Registration for the 11th
annual Punt, Pass and Kick
competition has opened with
more than 1,100,000 boys expected to participate in the
youth program sponsored by
the National Football League
and the Ford Dealers of
America.
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''Mr. Wise, manager of the Treasury Food Center in Whitehaven, asked me to cooperate in a survey of grocery prices.
After I'd purchased my regular weekly order at Treasury, he asked me to purchase an identical order at another supermarket in the area and inform him of the difference.
I did make the purchases and while I was confident that the results would prove that I was Saying when I shopped at the
Treasury Food Center -- I was really surprised at the amount. I'm more than ever convinced that Treasury's Total
Savings Program means big savings to me!
SIGNED: Mrs. C. E. Jackson
1815 Commwealth Drive

The
National Collegiate
Athletic A s s ociation has
granted a Memphis State
University request to televise — via closed circuit —
the MSU-Ole Miss football
game.
WKNO Television will circuit the Sept. 18 night game
back to the MSU University
Center ballroom. It will not
be seen elsewhere.
Dr. Cecil C. Humphreys,
MSU president, and Howard
Hoist, station manager of
the community television station on Memphis State's
campus, announced arrangements for the production.

for the telecast was made to
the NCAA. •
Play by play announcement a c c ompanying the
black and white telecast will
be provided by Jack Eaton
of WMC by courtesy of that
radio station.

Pro-Files

By Bob Sudyk
WHICH BOXE,RSCORED
1/46 MOST ONE-ROUND
KNOCKOUTS?

Dr. Humphreys said the
steps were taken to provide
the students who will be unable to get tickets to the sellout an opportunity to see
their team play.

the reasury
food centers

East Lamar
3130 Lamar St.
V.

I

Whitehaven
5255 Highway 51, South

I

Frayser
2855 North Hollywood

Admission to the 1,500seat viewing room will be
by validated identification
card only for currently enrolled students. Non-student
dates will not be admitted.
Col. Gabe Hawkins (USAF.
ret.), athletic business man
ager of MSU, said permission was obtained from the
University
of
Mississippi
and the Missouri Valley Conference before application

—JACK DEMPSEY KAYOED
HIS FOES63TIMES IN
FIRST ROUND -JOE LOUIS
HOLDS THE R5COR1D FOR
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